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TERRY R. HEAD
IAM President

e trust that you arrived home safely after attending the 51st IAM Annual Meeting in spectacular British Columbia, Canada, renewed by the experience and inspired to build on what
you did and learned there. From all early indications, the IAM gathering in Vancouver was a great
success! The feedback so far has been positive, and participants have offered some excellent ideas
on how we can continue to improve the conference and trade show next year and beyond.
Our partnership with the Canadian Association of Movers (CAM) in jointly promoting our
respective conferences proved very beneﬁcial for both associations. CAM, which held its meeting outside the City of Toronto for the ﬁrst time in quite a while, reported a more than 50 percent
increase in attendance over previous years. Members of both IAM and CAM were exposed to an
increased number of networking and educational opportunities.
As I noted in the previous issue of The Portal, I experienced a little anxiety and trepidation
about conducting this event outside the United States, as well as using multiple hotels and the convention center for our receptions, meetings, and other events. There were so many “ﬁrsts” to take
into account this time, and we would have to carefully coordinate, and plan for contingencies.
All things considered, our decision to meet in Vancouver was a sound one, with most negatives
more than offset by the charms of the city and its spectacular surroundings. The walks between the
hotels and the conference center were easy and pleasant. And it didn’t hurt that the weather cooperated splendidly during the week we were there.
As I’ve noted before, holding the annual meeting outside the United States in nearby Canada
was essentially a baby step toward conducting future meetings way beyond the North American
Continent. Vancouver was a good test of our capabilities to plan, promote, and conduct an international meeting, as well as an excellent barometer of how our members and exhibitors would
respond and whether they would support a truly international meeting.
Where will our baby steps take us next? How soon would we make that leap—and where will
we go? Those questions will be considered thoroughly and addressed by the IAM staff and your
elected leaders. Our fastest growing area in terms of new members is the Paciﬁc Rim. But there is
also no denying that outside U.S. borders, our largest concentration of members is in Europe. Both
areas will be given due and deliberate consideration. Some have even speculated that IAM could
eventually open satellite ofﬁces in Asia and Europe, thus supporting our expanding network and
expediting delivery of our ever-increasing menu of member services. We’ll see as time goes on.
This past summer IAM conducted a number of targeted member surveys gauged at determining
the direction of business and potentially identifying industry trends. The responses were then used
as the basis for developing a number of panel presentations and open forum discussions during the
annual meeting, with three topics garnering the most interest:
• First, should the protections and dispute resolution services of the Receivable Protection Plan
(RPP) be ofered as an inclusive member beneﬁt for all IAM members? There are pros, cons,
and factors to consider, including how we could underwrite and administer an RPP program of
that size and scope without compromising the ﬁnancial well-being of the Association.
• Second, should IAM take the lead in establishing mutually and globally accepted standards
for quotation and invoicing for the international movement of households and other related
commodities? Our ability to take on such a role is supported by IAM’s certiﬁcation by the
American National Standards Institute as an Accredited Standards Developer, as well as our
developing relationship with other industry trade associations and the International Standards
Organization (ISO).
• Finally, should IAM become engaged, directly or through contractual partnership, in “lead
generation” and the review and/or rating of our members and the services they provide their
individual customers and accounts? We have always been reluctant to enter into competition
with our own members. However, some believe there are beneﬁts to economies of scale and
cooperative buying, as proven by IAM’s role in the development of the International Shippers
Association (ISA) and the newly formed IAM Logistics Network (ILN).
These surveys, panel discussions, and the ongoing exploration of these concepts are simply additional baby steps in the potential evolution and growth of the Association, its network, and range
of services. Rest assured that IAM will continue to take baby steps, always with the aim of winning
the support of the majority of the members we strive to serve.

IAM 51ST ANNUAL MEETING
A Splendid Day for the 10th Annual Santa Fe Fun Run

F

or the 10th consecutive year, IAM members turned out in
force the day before the Annual Meeting began to support the
Santa Fe-sponsored Fun Run to beneﬁt breast cancer research at
Johns Hopkins Hospital.
The Vancouver weather was perfect, attracting 130 registrants, from serious athletes to non-runners who simply wanted to
support the cause. According to Santa Fe’s Bryce Burns, nearly
US$15,000 was raised through registrations and—later that
evening—the Lucky Draw at the Santa Fe Red Horse cocktail
party. During the past decade, Santa Fe has raised approximately
US$1.5 million for the hospital through these events.
The fastest male runner, ﬁnishing at 18:42, was Enrique
Lopez of Hasenkamp Relocation Services Spain. The
top female ﬁnisher was Lisa Drewry of Taylor International,
at 21:20. For a list of runners and their ﬁnish times, visit www.
starlinetiming.com/races/2013/movers/. Video footage of the
race, including an interview with Johns Hopkins oncologist Dr.
Ben Park, is online at http://www.iamovers.org/ResourcesPublications/IAMVideos.aspx?navItemNumber=616.

First-place ﬁnisher Enrique Lopez

At right, Lisa Drewry
clocked the best
women’s time.

And they’re off! The 10th Annual Fun Run is underway.

Runners and spectators sport a bit of pink—the color of breast
cancer awareness.

A Network Expanding—and Energized—at the IAM 51st Annual Meeting
By Janet Seely, Director, Communications & Member Engagement

N

ew places and experiences are energizing, and close to 1,800
attendees can attest to the invigorating atmosphere at IAM’s
51st Annual Meeting in Vancouver, British Columbia. From hotel
and meeting space windows, you could see ﬂoatplanes and cruise
ships come and go with regularity at the harbor; cyclists, joggers, and walkers sharing the seawall trail; and mountain peaks
beckoning in the distance.
For IAM’s ﬁrst annual meeting to be held in Canada, in
conjunction with the Canadian Association of Movers’ annual
conference, the city extended a warm welcome—literally. The
weather was superb and the location’s proximity to the bustling
downtown, miles of parks and gardens, and nearby islands and
trails inspired many attendees to combine business with pleasure
and take in the sights before or after the IAM meeting.
Starting the engines
By 9:00 am Sunday, the I’AM A REBEL motorcyclists already
had one ride under their helmets from the day before and were
suited up for another sightseeing excursion. Headed for Whistler
Mountain, the group met at the Pan Paciﬁc Hotel entrance, where
a local dealer delivered rented bikes and warm leather jackets.
Stuttaford Van Lines (South Africa) supplied a special-edition cap
for the riders and Altair Global Relocation (USA) provided the
commemorative t-shirts, with logo designed by Louis Rast, vice
president of AGR’s move management.
The course, “a tick over 300kms for the day,” according to
organizer Tom Vesperman (Trans International Moving & Shipping, Australia), took the riders up past Whistler to a scenic overlook at Joffre Lakes Provincial Park. After lunching at Pemberton
the group reversed course to Whistler, stopped for the famous
“Peak to Peak” gondola ride, and then headed back to Vancouver,
already making plans for 2014.

At left: Team
Stuttaford—Charl
Pienaar and
CMMB representative Laura
Wegener—head
for a Harley and
the I’AM A REBEL
motorcycle ride
to Whistler.

Also hitting the road on Sunday were 130 participants in the 10th
Annual Santa Fe Charity Run/Walk (see page 11). IAM captured
video of the race and footage of a personal thank-you to the
participants from Dr. Ben Park, an oncologist and head of a breast
cancer research lab at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Maryland. Over the past 10 years, the Santa Fe Charity Run/Walk
has raised nearly US$1.5 million for this cause. To view the race
video, go online to http://www.iamovers.org/ResourcesPublications/IAMVideos.aspx?navItemNumber=616.
By the time the race was over, the halls of the Convention Center and the ﬁve conference hotels fairly hummed with
the sounds of attendees greeting one another. They settled into
rooms, familiarized themselves with the location, ﬁlled the lobby
bars, and began holding their individual meetings, setting the
pace for the four days to come.

Revving up the excitement
Meeting attendees awoke to ﬁnd personal
video messages and mobile app alerts
from IAM staff. These set out the day’s
events, including the opening of the registration desk at 10am and, for IAM leadership, the annual Joint Leadership Breakfast for the Executive Committee, the
Core Members Management Board, the
IAM-YP Management Board, and IAM
staff. This year’s breakfast also included
a number of special guests representing
several associations including AMSA,
BAR, CAM, FEDEMAC, FIDI, LACMA,
LIMA and PAIMA. Attending the Annual
Meeting, but unable to attend the breakfast
meeting were representatives from CMSA,
CPPC and OMNI. Garnering participation from these prestegious organizations
serves to underscore the inclusive posture
of IAM and another aspect of its expanding network.
IAM staff briefed the participants on
the status of programs, communications,
and other issues of importance to the
Association and the industry. Afterward,
the Executive Committee held a full-day
business meeting. One member of the
Board not attending the meeting was IAM
General Counsel Emeritus Alan F. Wohlstetter. Mr. Wohlstetter decided last year to
curtail his travel and announced he would
no longer be attending annual meetings.
Knowing that Mr. Wohlstetter would be
sorely missed, IAM attempted to ﬁll the
void with an almost life-size cardboard
cutout of the dapper Mr. W, who popped
up at the IAM Membership Breakfast, the
Ice & Dice Casino, and various meetings
during the four-day conference.

The registration desk opened at 10:00am and the lines moved
steadily forward as attendees picked up their badges and conference bags. While they waited for the Exhibit Hall to open at
2:00pm, many attendees stopped into IAM’s new Hospitality
Lounge for light refreshments. There they also commenced the
essential face-to-face meetings and conversations that would ﬁll
most of the meeting’s four days. Meanwhile the exhibitors were
readying their booths, which over the course of the convention
boasted giveaways, contests, an antique car, Belgian chocolates,
a foosball table, cheerleaders from the BC Lions professional
Canadian football team, and members of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police dressed in their iconic scarlet tunics and Stetson
hats.

As attendees were streaming into the
hall, nearby the IAM-YP soccer tournament was just winding down. Two teams
in bright jerseys sponsored by Willis Relocation Risk Group, Global Relocations,
Total Military Management (TMM), and
Bliss Moving & Logistics battled for the
IAM-YP cup—and the right to drink from
it later at the group’s opening reception.
(See page 67 for more on the IAM-YP
annual meeting activities.)

Soon it was time for the ﬁrst Knowledge
Lab of the conference, led by former
IAM Chair Georgia Angell (Cartwright
Companies). For an audience of ﬁrsttime attendees, Ms. Angell simulated a
meet-and-greet situation and gave valuable pointers on how to ace introductions,
the business card swap, and how to stay
energized through four rigorous days and
nights. The session ﬁnished and the tips
were immediately put into practice at the
ﬁrst-time “Appy Hour,” taking place in
the same room. For an hour IAM staff
and “app-bassadors” assisted attendees in
downloading and using IAM’s meeting
app to customize their meeting schedules, take notes on sessions and business
meetings, and use interactive maps of the
Convention Center and Exhibit Hall to
locate venues and booths.
Beginning at 5:30pm, all maps pointed
to the rolling welcome receptions in
the beautiful West Wing of the Vancouver Convention Center. Kicking off the
evening was the IAM-YP Reception,
followed closely by the New Members,
First-Time Attendees & Special Guests
Reception, the new LIMA (Ladies in
Moving) Reception, and at 7:00pm the
ofﬁcial All-IAM Members Opening
Reception. A sumptuous buffet laden with
local seafood and other delicacies energized the hungry crowd, and at 9:00pm a
large number of attendees happily made
their way to the Ice & Dice Casino.

Technology Expands the Network

Technology saved the day when the U.S. government shutdown
compelled ofﬁcials to stay at home—they participated via live
feeds. Also, this year Twitter and other social media were used
to keep attendees up-to-the-minute on events and news. At top,
Janet Seely tweets out images of panelists participating in the
Military and Government Affairs Panel. Below, an IAM-YP member tweets that the group “has an awesome session this afternoon
with the ‘Speed Networking.’”

The casino night fundraiser beneﬁtting the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship
Fund never fails to entertain as well raise
money for tuition assistance. This year,
just outside the door to the casino, stood
a new challenge for the “gamblers”—a
money-blowing machine. Inside, guests
of the casino found table games and a slot
machine (another new addition) as well as
the Texas Hold ‘Em Poker Tournament.
Rafﬂe winner Paula Alder (Daycos)
received a complimentary entry to casino
night at the IAM 52nd Annual Meeting in
Orlando, Florida, and second place winner
Stacey Hawkins (Jacobson Global Logistics, Inc.) received a two-night compli-

mentary hotel stay. IAM-YP Chair Brian
Goldstein (Phoenix Transport (Japan)
Ltd.) held the winning ticket for the grand
prize—a complimentary registration to the
2014 IAM Annual Meeting.
Taking ﬁrst prize in the Texas Hold
‘Em Tournament was Michael Knight
(Bekins Worldwide Moving), who scored
a complimentary registration to the IAM
52nd Annual Meeting. Second place
went to Greg Calvert (The Kloke Group),
who received a two-night complimentary
hotel stay, and third place went to Wesley
Thome (Teamwork Mudancas Internacionais), winner of a complimentary ticket to
the 2014 Texas Hold ‘Em Tournament.

2013 Casino Night Sponsors

T

hanks to the following companies, which generously
sponsored tables at Ice & Dice on October 7, and among
them raised $49,300 for the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship
Fund.
American Fast Freight, Inc.
Atlas Worldgroup International, Inc.
Carlyle Van Lines
Cartwright International Van Lines, Inc.
Coleman World Group
Daycos
Executive Moving Systems, Inc.
Gateways International
Global Transportation Services, Inc.
Government Logistics N.V. (Gov/Log)
Gridiron Forwarding Company, Inc.
Hidden Valley Moving and Storage, Inc.
Jet Forwarding, Inc.
Lynden Transport
National Forwarding Co., Inc.
Paxton Companies
Republic Moving & Storage
Secor Group (formerly Security Moving Storage Logistics
of Washington)
Sourdough Transfer, Inc.
Stevens Van Lines, Inc.
The Pasha Group
Tri Star Freight Systems, Inc.
True North Relocation, LLC
Victory Van Corp.

Celebrating achievements
On Tuesday, the stage was set for the IAM
Membership Breakfast. After opening
remarks from IAM Chair Jeffrey Coleman
(Coleman World Group), John Levi, president of the Canadian Association of Movers (CAM), welcomed IAM to Vancouver
and commented on the collegial relationship the two associations enjoy.
Following Mr. Levi’s remarks,
Heather Engel, President of the Alan F.
Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund, announced
the recipients of the 2013 scholarships and
recognized the sponsors of the Ice & Dice
Casino. The total raised for scholarship
assistance was $93,650. In addition, Ms.
Engel and AFWSF board members Sandy
Rowe Maier and Jackie Agner accepted
$25,000 in generous donations from
IAM members Royal Hawaiian Movers,
Gridiron Forwarding Co., and National
Forwarding/National Van Lines, Inc., and
from Tourism Vancouver.
A short video tribute preceded the
introduction of each of the three distinguished 2013 Hall of Honor inductees. In
their remarks, Don Collins (The Viking
Corporation), Heather Engel (True North
Relocation), and Jan Moore (IAM Executive Committee) each offered heartfelt
remembrances of their experiences in the
industry and with the Association. They
were each presented a crystal award,
Hall of Honor lapel pin, and certiﬁcate of
induction by John Day (Daycos), Chair of
the Hall of Honor Selection Committee,
and IAM Chair Jeff Coleman.

Next, IAM President Terry Head stepped onstage to present his
much-anticipated State of IAM Address. But ﬁrst, there was
one surprise in store: Mr. Head called Move for Hunger founder
Adam Lowy to the stage to present the 2013 IAM Mover of
the Year award to Coleman World Group. Over the past year,
Coleman’s 20 participating branches have transported 33,500
pounds of food to local food banks, which provided 29,600 meals
for people in need. Company President and CEO Jeff Coleman
accepted the award. Mr. Head continued with his presentation, reviewing the ﬁnancial health of the Association, presenting membership statistics—2,426 corporate and individual memberships
in 176 countries—and giving updates on the programs and services provided by IAM and issues of interest to the Association.
In closing, Mr. Head reviewed the results of the 2013 member
survey, which yielded such information as the main business mix
and service lines of the respondents, change in shipment volume,
change in revenue (55.37 percent reported increases), and change
in proﬁt (42.29 percent reported increases). In closing, he showed
a short video revealing the complete redesign of the IAMovers.
org website, and previewed the location of the 2014 annual meeting, at the Orlando World Center Marriott.

On that positive note, the members made their way to
the Exhibit Hall, individual meetings, and Knowledge
Labs that included a tour of the new IAMovers.org
website and an afternoon session featuring a speaker
from the U.S. Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) on the subject of rogue operators,
regulations, and consumer protections. Also on the
schedule: the International Shippers Association
(ISA) board meeting and the exhibitors cocktail
reception.
Fresh from the cocktail reception and ready to do some
business, attendees ﬂowed into the Core Membership Meeting. After introducing the Core Members
Management Board, Jackie Agner (Covenant Transport
Solutions, Inc.), the Core Members Representative, invited Janet Seely, IAM’s Director of Communications
and Member Engagement, and social media consultant
Martha Jack to demonstrate the new IAMovers.org
website. In addition to a complete redesign, the website
has an online community—the Social Café—that provides a forum for members to connect throughout the
year to network, exchange ideas and best practices, and
discuss issues of common interest.
Following the website overview, IAM Programs
Manager Brian Limperopulos moderated a panel that
discussed Online Lead Generation, how it is affecting our industry, and whether IAM should provide
these services for members. Panelists comprised of
Core Member Management Board (CMMB) members
shared their experiences and looked to the audience for
comments. Based on the discussion, IAM will explore
the topic further.
A second panel explored whether IAM should
include the Receivable Protection Program (RPP) as
a beneﬁt for all IAM members, with a corresponding
raise in dues. CMMB panelists debated the merits of
the proposal along with special guest Thomas Juchum,
managing director of the Euromovers Group, and took
questions and comments from the audience.
The meeting ended with a program update from
IAM Director of Government and Military Relations
Chuck White.

Closing out the ﬁrst day of business sessions was the IAM-YP
Membership Meeting, which included a speed networking session for the members. (See page 67 for more on the IAM-YP
conference activities.)

Work hard/play hard
If “work hard/play hard” is the annual
meeting’s unofﬁcial motto, Wednesday
was a work hard day. The Claims Panel,
moderated by IAM Governing Member at
Large Rick Curry (Gateway International,
Inc.), held a two-hour session that included
presentations and discussions on such timely
topics as New Claims Business Rules by
panelist Kevin Spealman (National Claims
Services); New Mold Business Rules by
Tyler Smith (Government Logistics N.V.);
Commercial Household Goods Claims by
Bill Rose (Willis Relocation Risk Group);
and a proﬁle of the Claims Prevention and
Procedure Council (CPPC) and its services
by Executive Director Alan Jobe.

The mid-morning Knowledge Lab featured a
presentation by IAM Programs Manager Brian
Limperopulos. He detailed the Association’s efforts, progress and next steps—and the beneﬁts
to members—in seeking ISO accreditation of the
IAM standard Codiﬁcation of Contents for Inventories and Manifests for Shipments of Household
Goods and Personal Effects. In a meeting room
close by, the International Shippers Association
(ISA) held their annual membership meeting
and elections. As of November 1, Han Helders
(Crystal Forwarding, Inc.) is the new ISA chair,
Mark Nash (EuroUSA Shipping Inc.) is vice
chair, and Adam Hall (Coleman World Group) is
secretary. Each member of the board must be an
IAM member.
ISA members were briefed on the group’s
ﬁnancial status and issues related to shipping
household goods in the Atlantic and Paciﬁc
Lanes, and heard presentations from military
shipping agents. For the second year, ISA recognized its top bookers of the year—EuroUSA,
New World International Limited and Senate
Forwarding, Inc.—with an award.
IAM professional staff provides administrative support to the International Shippers Association under a management agreement. For more
information on ISA visit www. IAMovers.org
and click on Afﬁliate Groups.

Message from the ISA Chairman

I

am very honored by the conﬁdence you have shown me in voting to conﬁrm my
serving as your Chairman for the next two years. I invite all of you to participate
in the governing of our association, and in the programs that are in place now.
In its purest form, the International Shippers Association is a cooperative group
that pools its members’ collective purchasing power to negotiate lower costs from
our service providers. Our ocean transportation program has been, and continues
to be, robust. The contract ISA has in place for American ﬂag service, needed for
international movement of the U.S. government trafﬁc, is working well, with broad
participation among almost all of our members that service these shipments.
Our commercial contracts in this arena are doing well, and have shown very
strong growth in the last couple of years. However, many ISA members are not using these contracts; if you are among them, I urge you to review them and test their
effectiveness in providing reduced costs for the trade lanes offered. After you do so,
I welcome your input, positive or negative.
We will be reviewing other areas in which ISA may bring our collective
purchasing power to bear. One that comes to mind is airfreight, a very competitive
area where ISA members could greatly beneﬁt from a collective approach with the
airlines and consolidators. Are packing materials something we could tackle for our
members with moving and storage operations? I look forward to your comments.
I wish all ISA members a successful year ahead.
Han Helders, CEO and President
Crystal Forwarding Inc.

After a buffet lunch with the exhibitors,
the second Knowledge Lab of the day
was presented by Boris Populoh (Willis
Relocation Risk Group) on the topic of
Complying with Sanctions, SDNs (Specially Designated Nationals) and Trade
Embargoes. Also taking place was the
Military and Government Affairs Panel,
with Committee Chair and IAM Vice
Chair Peg Wilken (Stevens Forwarders,
Inc.) presiding.
As in past years, the panel brought
together representatives from key U.S.
Government agencies. This was a challenge in a year that saw the U.S. government furlough employees and then shut
down for 16 days, precluding many panelists and speakers from attending the IAM
annual meeting in person. Luckily, technology—and patience on the part of the
attendees and the speakers—saved the day.
Attending in person was Charles Olden,
Transportation Management Branch Chief,
U.S. Department of State, Washington,
DC, and attending via remote transmission
were Kim Chancellor, Trafﬁc Management
Specialist/COTR, Employee Relocation
Resource Center (ERRC), U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA), Washington, DC; Donna Jack, Chief, Audit Policy
and Review Branch, Audits Division, U.S.
General Services Administration (GSA),
Washington, DC; Lt Col Michael Erhardt,
Military Surface Deployment & Distribution Command (SDDC), Scott Air Force
Base, Illinois; and Lt Col Gina Prevett,
DPS Program Manager, Acquisition
Directorate, JPMO HHGS, Scott Air Force
Base, Illinois.
The speakers touched on a range of
hot topics, including the transfer of shipments involving DoD personnel moving
to/from embassy assignments from DoD
to the Department of State’s household
goods program; the recent SDDC “Open
Season” for new applicants; the invoicing
problems that surfaced after the latest DPS
release; the positive and negative takeaways from the 2013 Peak Season; and
what to look for in 2014, the new GSA Extended Storage program, and the future of
TSP Requaliﬁcation in the DP3 program.

IAM 51ST ANNUAL MEETING SPONSORS
IAM extends its thanks to the following distinguished companies
that supported this year's Annual Meeting through sponsorships.

Platinum

Bronze

Intlmovers.com

Baker & Company
Coleman World Group
DAS Global Services
Daycos
Econocaribe
E-Movers L.L.C
Globalink Logistics Group (HQ)
Horizon Lines LLC
IGL Relocation (A Division of
Interport Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd.)
Les Gentlemen Du Demanagement
MoversPOE
Moving Home Company Ltd.
New Haven Moving Equipment Corp.
OM TRAX Packaging Solutions Limited
Republic Moving and Storage
Schenker Deutschland AG
Schumacher Cargo Logistics, Inc.
Shipco Transport
SIR Move Services Pte Ltd.
Transport Management International Ltd.
United Software Solutions, Inc.
Victory Packaging Inc.
Williams Moving International
YRC Worldwide, Inc.

Gold
AGS World Wide Movers
Denali Group Inc.
Flatrate International
MEBS Global Reach, LC
Movers International Pvt. Ltd.
National Van Lines

Silver
Air Animal Pet Movers
DeWitt Companies Ltd. LLC
Garcia Trucking Services, Inc.
Gosselin Group N.V.
Gridiron Forwarding Co., Inc.
High Relocation Korea
iMoveGREEN, LLC
Isaacs Moving and Storage
Movecorp International Removals Ltd.
Moveware Pty Ltd
Netensity Corporation
S.E.A. Corp.
Security International, a division of Secor Group
The Pasha Group
TMM (Total Military Management)
UniGroup Relocation Network
Zuhal Pack International

SPECIAL THANKS
We are grateful to the following companies for providing amenities and services at the Annual Meeting.
Key Card #1
Carloking Freight Service

Conference Tote Bag Sponsor
OM Trax

Key Card #2
Pac Global

Lanyard Sponsor
Status Baby

Internet Café Sponsor
Worldwide Movers Africa

Mobile App Sponsor
Arrowpak International Movers
International Shippers Association

Late afternoon brought the last two business events of the day, the ﬁnal Knowledge Lab, presented by U.S. Bank Freight
Payments on the outlook for 2014, and the
IAM Logistics Network (ILN) meeting.
Charter Members of the ILN gathered for
a program that featured a recap by ILN
Organizing Chair Larry DePace (Secor
Group Global Logistics) of how the group
was established and its progress to date,
as well as presentations from members on
speciﬁc logistics sectors and the expertise
their companies provide in that sector; a
review of the new committee structure
and the tasks of those committees; and a
networking session.
To date, more than 70 companies have
joined the ILN as Charter Members. The
group is now focusing on establishing a
leadership structure through the development of committees focused on
• Education/Professional Development/
Training
• Membership Development
• Events
• Communications
• Future Initiatives
Member presentations were a large
part of the program, and provided attendees insight into speciﬁc logistics
sectors and why a particular company was
a leader in that segment of the logistics
industry. Presenters included:
• Dr. Walter Woolf on animal transport
and his company, Air Animal, Inc.
• Myra Heaver from S.E.A. Corp on
N.V.O.C.C. services.
• Jonathan Nilson on how Nilson International was capitalizing on warehousing and distribution, speciﬁcally
in the area of hotel installations.
• Marc Smet described Gosselin’s
inland container terminal services.
• Pasha Karim from Globalink discussed transportation in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
The meeting concluded in late afternoon with a lively networking session that
smoothly transitioned into a free evening
for all attendees. The IAM-YP group took
advantage of the evening to hold their
Social Mixer at a pub in the Gastown area
of Vancouver. (See more on the IAM-YP
events on page 67.)

Cruising on home
Many members were just making their
way to breakfast with the exhibitors
when the Governing Membership meeting was convening at 9:00am. The agenda
was full, starting with the roll call and
distribution of ballots to elect the ofﬁcers
of the Association. All the Governing
Member incumbents were reelected: Jeffrey Coleman (Coleman World Group) and
Peg Wilken (Stevens Forwarders, Inc.) as
Chair and Vice Chair, respectively; and
Member At Large incumbents Rick Curry
(Gateways International, Inc.), Brandon
Day (Daycos), Tim Helenthal (National
Van Lines, Inc.), and Mike Richardson
(Senate Forwarding, Inc.) retained their
seats on the board.
Members next heard reports from the
standing committee chairs; a review of
current government and military issues,
including the recent SDDC “Open Season” for new applicants and the future of
TSP Requaliﬁcation in the DP3 program;
and updates from IAM Programs Manager
Brian Limperopulos on the Receivable
Protection Program, IAM Shipper Guides,

customs and security issues, regulation issues, and progress toward global accreditation of the IAM codiﬁcation standard.
The session concluded with the approval of the proposed revision to the IAM
By-laws (see box below), and President
Terry Head’s announcement of the election results.

As the Governing Members meeting
was winding down, the exhibit hall was
cleared, marking the end of the convention
for the 134 exhibitors who saw steady trafﬁc throughout the previous three days of
business. Now it was on to a bite of lunch,
then the much anticipated last business
event of the conference.

IAM BY-LAWS REVISIONS
The following revisions were approved by the Governing Members of the Association on October 10, 2013.
ITEM ONE
Subject: Evidence Considered for Membership Rejection
and Expulsion
Amendment Proposer: IAM Executive Committee
Objective of Proposal: In recognition of the Association’s
increased focus on upholding ethics and values for the
membership, it is proposed to add additional language
to the IAM By-Laws that will provide the IAM Executive
Committee with greater authority to reject a membership
application if the applicant has not conducted business
previously in an ethical manner or expel a member if a
member has breached the IAM Code of Ethics
Article IV, Section I (Fourth Paragraph) will be amended
as follows:
(The underlined/italicized portions constitute the revisions):
“Notice of every application for Membership shall be
given to each Governing, Core, and Supplier Member,
who shall have thirty (30) days from date of such notice
to submit evidence that the applicant is not creditworthy
or has not conducted business previously in an ethical
manner.”

Article IV, Section 4 (First Paragraph)
“For good cause the Executive Committee may suspend
or expel any member of the Association, or take other appropriate action. Good cause includes, but is not limited
to, failure to pay dues or other obligations owed to the Association, after proper notice as deﬁned in Article V, Section 2; failure to maintain qualiﬁcations for membership
as set forth in Section 1 of this Article; failure to comply
with the terms and conditions of Membership; and failure
to comply with any standards of business conduct which
may be adopted by the Association, including the IAM
Code of Ethics.”

The Special Session began with a provocative topic: Associations: Where Is the
Value? In keeping with IAM’s ongoing
and expanding collaboration with other
trade associations representing the moving
and relocation industry, this panel was
aimed at outlining the similarities and
differences in the approaches of each organization in providing beneﬁts and services
to its respective members. Moderated by
Terry Head, the frank discussion of the
value of industry associations was tackled
by the leadership of three prominent associations: Linda Bauer Darr, president &
CEO of the American Moving & Storage
Association (AMSA); John Levi, president
of the Canadian Association of Movers
(CAM); and Stephen Vickers, director general of the British Association of
Removers.
The panel explored the regulatory
environments of their respective areas of
the world; the growing impact of rogue or
scam operators on the image of the industry; and the fear and difﬁculties consumers
encounter in researching and selecting
reputable movers, particularly online. A

related discussion touched on reputation
management, recognizing the growing
trend of consumers using the Internet to
not only review a company’s service, but
also use the threat of a negative review to
coerce a mover into a discount or other
resolution of a problem or claim.

Other topics touched on were training,
credentialing of moving companies and
their personnel, the growing need for standardization within the industry, and how
each association goes about developing its
future programs and beneﬁts.

The last—and arguably the most
anticipated—session of the day was
Government & Military Moving: The
Certainty of Uncertainty, moderated by
Charles (Chuck) White, IAM’s Director of
Government and Military Relations. Representing government/military stakeholders were Laura Bernardo, Trafﬁc Management Specialist, JPMO HHGS, Scott Air
Force Base, Illinois, and John Johnson,
Chief, Quality Assurance Division, Military Surface Deployment and Distribution
Command (SDDC), Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois, both of whom joined the panel via
a remote connection; and Charles Olden,
Transportation Management Branch Chief,
U.S. Department of State, Washington,
DC. Representing industry were Matt
Connell (Total Military Management), Ben
Cross (1-800-Pack-Rat), and Don Goldberg (Gridiron Forwarding Company).
Perhaps expecting the panel to turn a little
rowdy, Chuck White appeared dressed as
a ringmaster and entered to the strains of
“The March of the Gladiators”—a longstanding circus theme song.
Chuck cracked his whip and led the
group into discussion of a wide variety
of topics surrounding the theme—“The

Certainty of Uncertainty”—in all aspects
of U.S. government moving. The government panelists focused on many of the
new initiatives currently underway by
their respective entities: SDDC’s Open
Season and Requaliﬁcation; the new DPS
contract and what the future holds for fur-

ther system development; and the Department of State taking over certain segments
of DoD business. The industry panelists
spotlighted the innovations their particular
organizations are bringing to government
customers to help them move forward with
their future-focused plans.

With a last good-natured crack of the
whip, the session was over. Attendees left
the meeting chuckling and looking forward to last encounters with other members, and taking part in the exuberance of
the closing reception and dinner. That
evening the food showcased Vancouver’s
fresh cuisine, and the entertainment
reﬂected the city’s ethnic diversity and
multiculturalism. As the dinner ended, the
celebration moved across the room to the
dance ﬂoor, with a large crowd staying
until the last song was sung. With hugs all
around, a happy crowd went out into the
night.

IAM 51st ANNUAL MEETING EXHIBITORS

Jamila Kenney, IAM operations manager

Making Connections

A New Leader at PAIMA
By Joyce Dexter, Portal Editor

I

AM’s 51st Annual Meeting in Vancouver, B.C., Canada, once again provided
opportunities for IAM members to connect
with those from PAIMA, the Pan American International Movers Association,
which for many years has scheduled its
annual gathering immediately prior to
IAM’s.
This year, PAIMA introduced its new
Executive Director, Michelle St. Cyr, who
recently succeeded Sherry Williams in that
role. And while IAM staff and members
began their preparations for the week’s
activities, St. Cyr participated in IAM’s
joint leadership breakfast, where she was
introduced to those who staff and head up
the Association’s afﬁliate organizations.
A native of the U.S. Virgin Islands,
St. Cyr was raised in St. Croix, where her
mother bought a moving business. “I was
seven at the time,” she recalls. “I grew up
pushing dollies, packing, and so on, with
my brothers and sisters. My siblings and I
took over the company when our mother
passed away.”
That business is now closed. For the
past 12 years, St.Cyr and her brother have
been running Transportation Network, a
freight forwarding and brokerage business
in Miami. This summer, she was looking
for a new opportunity and, she says, “The
timing was perfect when Ramon Sierra
referred me to PAIMA.”
From September 3, her ﬁrst day on
the job at PAIMA, St. Cyr “dove in, and
did as much research as possible regarding
past conventions, member demographics,
and so forth. I wasn’t a PAIMA member
but had been involved with HHGFAA
[now IAM] and other industry groups.”
Today, PAIMA has 133 members in
46 countries. St. Cyr’s short-term plans
include encouraging more interaction with
and among members to identify what they
need and want, and persuading them to
participate more actively.

Michelle St. Cyr

Also on the horizon is PAIMA’s 30th
anniversary, which will be commemorated at its annual gathering in Orlando
in 2014—a celebration that promises to
be festive and memorable. “I want to do
something really fun,” says St. Cyr.
Her long-range goals for the organization are crystallizing as well. “I’m
looking to grow the membership base,”
she explains, “but we do enjoy PAIMA’s
boutique feel—smaller, intimate, with
more of a family feel to the meetings. So
our emphasis will continue to be on quality more than quantity.”
At the same time, like other groups
of all sizes, St. Cyr will tap into whatever
resources are available to make PAIMA
as responsive and effective as it can be. “I
deﬁnitely want to take advantage of technology tools and social media,” she says,
“so we’ll be getting more into those.”
Meanwhile, she adds, “I’m happy to
have the opportunity to use my knowledge
of the industry and moving business in a
different way to help the membership.”

CMMB OUTLOOK
So Many Opportunities to Learn and Grow
By Jackie Agner, Core Members Management Board Representative

E

ach year when I return from the IAM
Annual Meeting I am always amazed
at the progressive steps forward our association has taken. When I started in this
industry in 1974 our annual conventions
were purely a social gathering designed
around the cocktail. Now, I’m not saying that’s a bad thing—who doesn’t love
a cocktail?—but we are there to promote
our companies, build relationships, and
take advantage of learning experiences.
This year the opportunities to do all those
things were inﬁnite.
For me, it started right off the bat with
the Leadership Breakfast on opening day.
In the past the breakfast meeting involved
the IAM staff and Executive Committee,
the Core Membership Management Board
(CMMB), and the IAM-YP Management
Board members. This year we took that
concept a step further: We invited representatives from other industry associations
to join us. What a delight to have that opportunity and be a part of another ﬁrst in
our organization’s history. Also, you may
not be aware that each year the collective
boards of IAM get together and come up
with a staff appreciation gift to be presented to the IAM staff during the Leadership
Breakfast. This year we did caricatures
(the ones for IAM President Terry Head
and General Manager Bel Carrington are
shown at right). Oh, what fun that was! So
look through this issue of The Portal to
see your staff members in caricature.
My next opportunity to see just how
far we’ve come was the Core Membership Meeting held on Tuesday. In addition to having the honor of introducing
the members of the Core Management
Board, I was pleased to welcome two
special guests: Thomas Juchum, Managing
Director of EuroMovers Group, who participated in one of our panel discussions,
and Martha Jack, owner and director of
eConverse Social Media Consulting, Inc.,
who assisted Janet Seely, IAM’s Director
of Communications and Member Engage-

Whimsical caricatures like these, of IAM President Terry Head and General Manager
Bel Carrington, were presented to each of the IAM staff at the Leadership Breakfast in
Vancouver. Look for drawings of the rest of the staff throughout this issue of The Portal.

ment, in unveiling the new and improved
IAM website.
Also on the agenda were two panel
discussions. The ﬁrst explored the role
and potential of online lead aggregators
in the industry and the second covered the
Receivable Protection Program (RPP),
which clearly provides a lot of value to
our members. Both panels were informative and engaging, and superbly run by
IAM Programs Manager Brian Limperopulos and Doug Finke, Core Members
Representative at Large. I would be remiss
if I didn’t thank the CMMB members who

served on our panels. They were interesting, insightful, and well prepared, and I
am always so proud of them all.
While the IAM Annual Meeting affords us the opportunity to strengthen our
personal and professional relationships
and create new ones, it also gives us many
advantageous chances to acquire knowledge in a stimulating and entertaining
way.
In closing, I want to personally thank
the members of the CMMB. They all are
amazing, and IAM members are very
fortunate to be represented by them.

www.iam-yp.org

Vancouver: Another Winner for IAM-YPs

T

he IAM Young Professionals
group (IAM-YP) continues to
grow, and hosted another successful
round of events at this year’s IAM
Annual Meeting.
For the second year running, the
group held a soccer—or football—
tournament for interested participants.
This year, the group squared off in a
full ﬁeld contest, which ended in a
tidy victory for the team with its fair
share of Europeans, who lifted the
IAM-YP cup for the second year in a
row!
The YPs convened later that day
for the YP Welcome Reception, which
was held in a window-ﬁlled room affording a panoramic view of the Burrard Inlet. This event always provides
YPs with great networking opportunities and is a great way to kick off the
Annual Meeting. The YPs met the
next day for their annual Membership Meeting where the IAM-YP
Chair, Brian Goldstein, and IAM staff
discussed the progress of the group
over the last year and looked ahead to
what is in store for the IAM-YP over
the next year. The meeting ended with
a half-hour speed networking session, which affording the YPs another
opportunity to build relationships and
develop potential opportunities with
other members.

Soccer/Football
Tournament Sponsors
Willis Relocation Risk Group
Bliss Moving and Logistics SRL
The Swiss Moving Company
Total Military Management
Global Relocations Ltd.

Many thanks to the following companies for their generosity in sponsoring the
IAM-YP 2013 Soccer/Football Tournament!

IAM-YP in Vancouver

Programs Manager Brian Limperopulos

ALAN F. WOHLSTETTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND UPDATE
The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund is the cornerstone of the IAM Scholastic Assistance Program, which is aimed at
promoting and supporting individuals in higher education related to the areas of transportation and logistics. Donations (by
major annual giving levels) to the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund received during the last 12 months are as follows:
Platinum ($5,000 or more)
AARE Logistics, LLC
Crown Worldwide Holdings Ltd.
Deseret Forwarding International, Inc.
Gridiron Forwarding Company, Inc.
National Forwarding Co., Inc.
(in honor of Alan F. Wohlstetter and
in memory of F. L. McKee, Sr.)
Walter E. and Alicejo P. Saubert
(in honor of the lifetime
commitment of David P. Beere)
*Vancouver Convention Center
Gold ($2,500–$4,999)
*Cartwright International
Van Lines, Inc.
*Daycos, Inc.
*Deseret Forwarding International
DeWitt Transportation Services
of Guam
GovLog, N.V.
Paxton Companies
Republic Moving and Storage
Company
Roiatti International Moving Italy
(in memory of Alessio Prosdocimo)
Crown Worldwide
(in memory of James Thompson Sr.)
Wagler Integrated Logistics, LLC

Silver ($1,000–$2,499)
ABBA International Inc.
Adele Forwarding Ltd.
Aloha Worldwide Forwarders, Inc.
Arrowpack International
Arpin International Group, Inc.
Atlas World Group International
Blonde International, Inc.
Carlyle Van Lines, Inc.
Coleman World Group
Crystal Forwarding, Inc.
Executive Relocation International, Inc.
Executive Moving Systems Inc.
Foremost Forwarders, Inc.
Gateways International, Inc.
Global Transportation Services, Inc.
Graebel Movers International Inc.
Terry R. Head
Hidden Valley Moving & Storage, Inc.
Jet Forwarding, Inc.
Lynden Transport
*Morrissette Family Foundation
Nilson Van & Storage
Priority Moving, Inc.
Secor Group/Security Moving & Storage
Southwest Port Services Inc.
Stevens Forwarders, Inc.
The Pasha Group
Trans-Atlantic American Flag Liner
Operators
True North Relocation, LLC
Victory Van Corp.
Wagler Integrated Logistics
*Westpac International

Bronze ($500–$999)
AAA Systems, Inc.
Affiliated Transportation Systems, Inc.
Allstates Worldwide Movers Inc.
Aloha International Moving
Services, Inc.
Andrews Forwarders, Inc.
Claims Adjustment Technology, LLC
(in honor of Sandra Rowe Maier)
*Classic Forwarding, Inc.
*Richard & Judith Curry
(in memory of Cal Stein)
First Enterprise Forwarding, Inc.
Gulf Agency Company
Pan American International Movers
Pearl Forwarding, Inc.
R.D. Simmons & Associates, Inc.
Sourdough Transfer, Inc.
*Total Military Management, Inc.
*Westpac International, Inc.
Wonjin Transportation Co., Ltd.
In Kind or Other
Claims Adjustment Technology, LLC
(in honor of Jan Moore)
Albert Moving & Storage
Bay Area Movers, Inc.
*Katrina Blackwell
Evergreen Forwarding, Inc.
Terry R. Head
Republic Moving & Storage
John and Dana Rotticci

*Denotes contributions made since the previous issue of The Portal was published.
Join this prestigious list of contributors by sending your contribution TODAY! For more information on how to donate, please
go to www.IAMovers.org and click on Affiliate Groups. Make checks payable to Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund.

Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund

5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404 • Alexandria, VA 22303
Phone: (703) 317-9950 • Fax: (703) 317-9960
The Board of Directors of the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund urges you to consider a contribution or donation to
the Scholarship Fund as part of your year-end tax strategy or as you formulate your company budget. Please advise your
employees that scholarships are available to qualified candidates of any IAM company worldwide. For further information,
visit www.IAMovers.org and click on Affiliate Groups.

Going to University?
Apply to IAM for tuition assistance anywhere in the world!
Scholarship applications are now being accepted from qualiﬁed individuals
enrolled at an accredited college or university worldwide.
The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund awards
scholarships to assist the employees of IAM member
companies and their dependents with college tuition.
This beneﬁt is also available to Student Members of IAM.
The deadline for submitting applications is May 1.
Supporting documents are required, so start early.
All application materials must be submitted together.
The AFWSF board selects recipients based on the merit of
each applicant. For more information on eligibility, requirements,
and application instructions, go to
www.IAMovers.org – click on Afﬁliate Groups

Jimmy Bruzzese—
Mover to the Stars

S

tars and other VIPs pass the contact information discreetly,
a tip shared among insiders. The address is that of Jimmy
Bruzzese, an IAM-YP member and one of the three founders
of The Swiss Moving Company, based in Gland (Switzerland),
which recently celebrated the successful completion of handling
its 1,000th client.
Handling the needs of an international pop star, a top athlete,
or a recognized writer is a dream of every company that yearns
for a marketing coup and the prestige of a high-proﬁle recommendation. The Swiss Moving Company has gained a multitude
of such clients because of its expertise, responsiveness, and ﬂexibility.
“These famous clients hear about us by word of mouth,” says
Jimmy Bruzzese, the company’s managing director, “as well as
through our providers and the network of partners we have built
over more than 20 years.
“When our employees arrive at the villa of a personality,
sometimes you have to expect the unexpected,” he says. On one
occasion, an internationally known American singer asked her
bodyguards to evacuate the movers. She did not want them to approach her. Stories of this type abound.
“Celebrities can be stingy,” Bruzzese jokes. “A famous
writer called in ten moving companies for a quote, and once we
booked, then asked us for a discount of 150 Swiss francs, just on
general principles—even though we knew he was a multimillionaire.”
When it comes to the famous, excess is pretty common. A
singer, for example, might have accumulated a collection of 200
boxes of glasses and hats over 15 years. For one actor, the overkill was his 10-meter-long dresser ﬁlled with identical shirts.
Sometimes, however, generosity is in evidence, says Bruzzese. “An artist, the son of a famous singer, even helped us to
move the boxes out of the container. He then thanked the movers,

Accustomed to catering to the needs of the rich and famous,
Jimmy Bruzzese has the world at his ﬁngertips.

giving them an autographed picture of him and his father and a
tip of 1,500 Swiss francs for each mover.”
The daily life of a moving company for VIPs can often be
funny, as in the case of a Saudi prince who had left a suitcase
under the bed. It contained 120,000 Swiss francs—in cash.
The needs of football players are sometimes less complicated. One of them was especially concerned that the movers take
good care of his Playstation console, Bruzzese recalls.
Finally there was the renowned French actor who asked The
Swiss Moving Company to tightly pack into two wardrobe boxes
the equivalent of four boxes of dresses for his ex. He made a gift
box into which he tucked a sex toy and a note: “Have fun!”

SECURITY
The Aussie Weapons Importation Debate Takes Aim Again
�

By Jane Simpson, Manager Global Mobility Consulting, Wridgways Relocation Services

I

t seems the general consensus by the Australian Government
and Customs is that if the Australian general public can’t bear
arms, then why should inbound foreigners be allowed to bring
them to our shores?
When faced with the decisions concerning the importation
of guns, ﬁrearms, ammunition, or accessories within household
goods consignments to Australia, your shipper may need to jump
through a series of complex bureaucratic hoops in order to satisfy
the stringent regulations and requirements, or abandon the idea
completely.
Australia is renowned for having some of the strictest custom
laws in the world. Responding to community concerns surrounding weapon-based crime in Australia, the Australian Minister for
Home Affairs last year announced that the import controls on
weapons, ﬁrearms, ﬁrearm parts, ammunition, and accessories
would be tightened considerably. The regulations were again reviewed in October 2012 and are already on the agenda for further
review in 2013.
The reviewed regulations propose a ban on the import of a
series of potentially dangerous items unless the importer (shipper/
owner) is able to prove legitimacy to the Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service.
“Deemed legitimacy” of the listed weapons covers:
• The import of such items in order to provide them for the
Australian military or a law enforcement agency
• Previously exported ﬁrearms that are returning to Australia
(returning goods)
• They are for use by professional pest controllers (speciﬁed
person)
As the Minister pointed out in his issued statement, “There
is no legitimate use for many of these weapons, and no reason for
members of the public to have them.”
So how do IAM members overcome or address this challenge for shippers moving to Australia?
Basically, you must advise your shippers to seek permission if
they are serious about importing such items into the country.
Anyone who wishes to import what is considered a “high-risk
weapon” must demonstrate to the Australian Customs and Border
Protection Service the proposed lawful use or need of the items
through a series of conditions and requirements referred to as
“tests.” The completion of the tests must be ﬁnalized prior to, or
on, import in order for importation to be granted.

What are the tests?
They are a series of forms speciﬁc
to the degree of weapon or ﬁrearm
impending import. As noted on the
Australian Customs and Border
Protection Service website, depending on the weapon, ﬁrearm, or
non-ﬁrearm you plan to import, the
shipper may be required to fulﬁll
the requirements of multiple tests.
The importation of certain ﬁrearms and weapons calls for the
written permission of the Attorney-General or delegate. In order
to obtain this permission, importers must ﬁrst fulﬁll the relevant
import tests.
But wait—there’s more. In order to satisfy the Customs and
Border Protection Service tests, “Permission of Import” must also
be issued by the relevant State or Territory body of the proposed
import’s ﬁnal destination. The permit issuing body may be the
Police or Attorney-General’s ofﬁce speciﬁc to each Australian
State or Territory.
Future or current residents wishing to import any prohibited items are required to obtain the certiﬁcation that the items
are either appropriately licensed and registered by Australian
standards, or do not require a speciﬁc license to be held, from a
governing body. Without this speciﬁc certiﬁcation, often acquired
through the State or Territory Police’s Licensing & Regulation
Division, the Customs and Border Protection Service will not
release the items upon arrival.
Essentially, those wishing to import a prohibited weapon
must obtain written permission from the State or Territory Police,
and then apply to the Australian Customs and Border Protection
Service for an import permit.
Details of these services can be found or contacted via the
State- or Territory-speciﬁc police website, such as Victoria Police, New South Wales Police, or Northern Territory Police.
Want to know more?
The website for the Australian Customs and Border Protection
Service contains all the material, documentation, and further
contact information required to take you step by step through the
rules and requirements of importing any prohibited weapons, ﬁrearms, or items primarily used in a form of combat, into Australia.
It is recommended that you refer your customers to the Customs website at www.customs.gov.au, where they can familiarize
themselves with the general prohibitions and restrictions. For further information, contact the Customs Information and Support
Centre via e-mail at information@customs.gov.au.

MARITIME/OCEAN SHIPPING
Pasha, Grays Harbor Unveil New Infrastructure

I

n September Pasha Automotive Services and the Port of Grays Harbor
celebrated the completion of new infrastructure promoting the continued growth
of automotive processing and roll-on/rolloff business. Construction that started in
December 2012 represents almost two
years in planning and engineering. The
momentum of new business supports major capital investment by the Port, Pasha,
and transportation partners in paving, rail,
and processing facilities. The Port’s new
$15 million rail facility has been complemented by Puget Sound & Paciﬁc’s $3.5
million passing track investment.
Combined investments and renovations of terminal processing capabilities
of $4.5 million now offer Pasha’s customers over 60 paved acres surrounded
by new security systems, a state-of-theart Belanger custom carwash system,
drive-over undercoating application pits,
homologation and accessory bays, and a
new body/mechanical center. An additional 10-acre paving/lighting project is
underway. Full terminal capacity can be
expanded to approximately 150 acres.
New business includes an import client on

Janet Seely, IAM’s director, communications and member engagement

The Port
of Grays
Harbor
deep-water
berths and
strategic
Paciﬁc
Northwest
location
provide
diverse opportunities
for customers of Pasha
Automotive
Services.

short-sea service from Mexico. Rental car
reconditioning for rental vehicles destined
for auction is also booming, with several
thousand units passing through the port
annually.
Pasha Automotive Services Senior
Vice President John Pasha noted, “Development at Grays is driving at a ﬁerce pace.
We now have a perfect entrée for Mexico
short sea and land bridge imports, as well
as a unique platform to expedite Ro-Ro
exports and imports through the Paciﬁc
Northwest.”
Pasha added that employment has
also grown exponentially. “We have added
two I-CAR certiﬁed paint technicians and

12 experienced accessory installers to the
local labor force roster. Over 140 employees provide a variety of skills, from rail
unloading to full body shop and accessory programs.” A partnership with Grays
Harbor College, which boasts a ﬁrst-class
automotive technical training center, has
led to “on terminal training” for local apprentices.
Founded in 1911, the Port of Grays
Harbor is one of Washington State’s oldest
port districts and Washington’s only deepwater port located directly on the Paciﬁc
Ocean and lies midway between Seattle
and Portland.
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MILITARY/GOVERNMENT UPDATE
Personal Property Forum—Open Season and Right Sizing
By Charles L. White, Director of Government & Military Relations

O

n October 29 the Surface Deployment and Distribution Command
(SDDC) held its fall Personal Property
Forum (PPF). It proved to be quite an
eye opener for most of the attendees. A
wide variety of topics were discussed and
a number of different perspectives were
shared. The attendees (approximately 250)
also had the opportunity to meet several
new players in the Department of Defense
(DoD) hierarchy.
The event, which was held in Fairview Heights, Illinois, a few miles from
the SDDC headquarters at Scott Air Force
Base, opened with remarks from the new
SDDC Deputy to the Commander, William H. Budden. Budden came to SDDC
recently from the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) Distribution Command in
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, where
he served as the Deputy Commander.
One of his key responsibilities will be the
oversight of the Defense Personal Property
Program (DP3).
Following Budden’s comments,
Capt. Aaron K. Stanley (USN) introduced
himself as the new Director of Personal
Property at SDDC. Capt. Stanley is the
ﬁrst O-6 to serve in the position in quite
some time and the elevation of this position seems to signal an enhanced level
of signiﬁcance for personal property in
the mind of the SDDC Commander, MG
Thomas J. Richardson.
The meeting agenda began with a
discussion of the recent Open Season held
by SDDC. John Johnson, Chief, Quality
Assurance at SDDC, led this and most of
the discussion during the day. He indicated
that SDDC had received 271 applications from companies hoping to become
an approved DoD Transportation Service
Provider (TSP) and that they had granted
tentative approval to 49 of those companies. The ﬁnal approvals for each is predicated on the entities following through
with all the requirements for document
submissions into the Defense Personal
Property System (DPS). A list of the
newly approved TSPs will be published

by SDDC in mid to late November. Of
the 49 approved companies, it is believed
that only one or two are approved in the
International household goods market with
the rest approved in the domestic market.
The Open Season discussion proved
to be quite lively. Many questioned the
criteria used by SDDC to vet applicants.
A number of PPF attendees were applicants who had been denied approval. They
questioned why their organizations had
been denied approval when they believed
they could offer the “new” capacity to the
Defense Personal Property Program (DP3)
that SDDC had indicated it was looking for during the Open Season. Johnson
stated that SDDC set the criteria so that
only entities offering COMPLETELY new
capacity would be eligible for entry. No
van line agents, no approved storage providers, no Non-Temporary Storage (NTS)
services providers, no company that had
provided origin service or had ever hauled
or “touched” a DOD shipment in any way
was considered for entry during this Open
Season. He also indicated that no company
with any afﬁliation with a current DOD
service provider was acceptable.
It was pointed out that much of the
evaluation criteria had not been included
in the SDDC Qualiﬁcations Document,
Pam 55-4. A great deal of it was added
after the 55-4 had been vetted by industry
and approved by SDDC. Many in industry
believed the criteria to be very subjective and voiced concern that they had
not been shared with industry before the
ofﬁcial Open Season announcement on
July 19. Another industry concern was that
companies were provided only a two-week
window for submission of the required
documentation.
All these concerns, and others, were
raised during this portion of the meeting.
Johnson said he understood some of the
apprehension but explained that SDDC
was trying to use criteria that were fair to
the current program participants as well
as new entrants while trying not to “upset
the balance” of the program. He acknowledged that this had been a very difﬁcult

process. He believed that SDDC staff had
learned a great deal about the structure of
the industry and the type of relationships
that existed within it during the process.
They hope to use the experience and lessons learned to hold a future Open Season,
possibly in 2014, that would focus on
adding intrastate and regional capacity to
DP3.
One issue that became apparent
during the Open Season discussion was
that the concept of “Scoping” is not dead.
Industry had been led to believe that
SDDC had moved away from the idea of
the use of scoping in DP3. But it emerged
that at least some of the newly approved
entrants had received acceptance letters
that laid out for them limited areas/trafﬁc
lanes in which SDDC expected them to
ﬁle rates. During their one-on-one interviews and in their paperwork submissions
SDDC realized that many of these entities
focused on operating in local, intrastate,
and small regional areas. SDDC believed
that—at least at the very beginning—these

Chuck White, IAM’s director of
government & military relations

new TSPs should be limited in their scope to the areas in which
they currently operate. Although SDDC admitted that there was
no current regulation mandating the use of this type of regional
approach, it appears to believe that it has received at least tacit
agreement from the new TSPs to follow their “suggestions.” The
larger question may be what role, if any, Scoping will play for
current TSPs during a requaliﬁcation period.
The second major discussion topic of the morning centered around requaliﬁcation and ”right sizing.” This was, in
my opinion, the most highly anticipated topic of the day. Most
within industry were aware that SDDC has been looking for a
way to reduce the number of TSPs in the program, particularly
in the domestic market. They had heard the term requaliﬁcation
previously but it had been tied to other SDDC initiatives aimed
at TSP reduction, such as initiating CFAC in the domestic arena,
“afﬁliations” and “scoping.” The term “right sizing” had been introduced recently by SDDC but no concrete details had surfaced
regarding how they actually planned to implement the concept.
People were looking for SDDC to put some “meat on the bones”
during the PPF.
IAM believes that most of the attendees walked away with
a little more information on the direction that SDDC planned to
take the right sizing concept but still felt that it was somewhat
misdirected and needed a great deal more vetting before it could
ever move from the conceptual phase to an initiative that SDDC
could move forward.
The general impression was that SDDC would focus ﬁrst
on the major TSP “umbrella” groups within the domestic market. It seems to feel it currently has a solid grasp of who those
groups actually are. The agency then plans to identify the speciﬁc
SCACs under common ownership within each group and any
SCACs being “managed” by the groups. From that information
it would then determine the total number of shipments “moved”
(it is unclear at this point what would/could be included here—
awarded shipments, hauled shipments, etc.) by each group over
the last three years and ﬁnd the three-year average for each group.
This would act as each group’s baseline. From that baseline data
each group would then be … right sized.
The actual process of moving from a group’s current total
number of CFAC companies and the ones they manage to an
“adjusted” number is very foggy at this point. The speciﬁc
criteria to determine how to reduce the number and any speciﬁc
formula that would be used remains underdetermined. Attendees
gave SDDC a great deal of feedback during the session and asked
myriad questions to help SDDC understand how this concept may
possibly have a deleterious effect on many industry participants
and the capacity they provide DoD. But there was not complete
industry consensus regarding the proposal. Some in attendance,
particularly smaller TSPs, appeared to see some merit to the

concept—that is, as a possible way to narrow the gap between
themselves and entities with larger numbers of TSPs within their
group.
One issue that remains unclear is whether SDDC will address
in any way Non-TSP Management Companies during a requaliﬁcation. Entities that are not approved TSPs are taking a larger and
larger role in supporting DoD TSPs. The question was asked, but
from the answer provided it is still not clear at this point whether
SDDC will take any stance other than what is already written in
the Pam 55-4 regarding outsourcing of TSP functions.
Capt. Stanley told the group at one point that he welcomed
the feedback that came out during the meeting and encouraged
attendees to continue to provide their thoughts to SDDC after the
meeting. He promised to take all comments into consideration as
SDDC moved forward in plotting the way ahead with this initiative.
SDDC’s brieﬁng slides indicated that it will be coming to
industry soon for validation on the TSPs (owned and managed)
within each of the major domestic groups. Their goal is to receive
that feedback in the January-February 2014 timeframe and from
there to formalize a plan and present it to the industry at the
spring PPF, which is planned for April 2014.

GSA Ranks JK Moving as
Top TSP International Carrier

J

K Moving Services recently announced that it has been
indexed as the top-ranked international Transportation Services
Provider (TSP) by the U.S. General Services Administration
(GSA).
The GSA’s Centralized Household Goods Trafﬁc Management Program (CHAMP) ranks carriers using a Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) score. The CSI indicates individual performance against the average level of customer satisfaction across
all companies participating in CHAMP. Of the 90 international
carriers approved to participate in CHAMP, only 20 earned a CSI
score.
Additionally, JK Moving Services was ranked in the top 10
of all moving companies domestically, in the same program. Out
of 220 domestic carriers in CHAMP, JK indexed in the eighth
position.
JK Moving Services founder, CEO, and President Charles
Kuhn said his company has been serving the federal government
since 2002.
To provide moving services for the U.S. Government, a carrier must adhere to stringent regulations, maintain compliance
with the Household Goods Tender of Service (HTOS), and is
subject to inspections, audits, and performance evaluations.

Now Accepting Members!
Is your company diversifying into logistics? Do you already work in logistics, providing office moving, project
forwarding, warehousing and distribution or cargo moving?
Then it’s time to join forces with a group of IAM members who recently formed the IAM Logistics Network (ILN)
This member-driven group, created in 2012, facilitates networking among IAM colleague companies seeking to
expand already-thriving logistics businesses or ready to diversify into new business sectors.
ILN members realize these membership benefits immediately:
▶ Become part of a logistics network of IAM members
with whom you’ve already spent years developing
relationships and trust
▶ Members can display the ILN logo on their websites

▶ Take part in an ILN members-only networking event at
IAM’s 52nd Annual Meeting in Orlando, Florida
▶ Join your ILN colleagues for anytime chat and
discussions on the ILN members-only LinkedIn group.

To join, or receive more information on the IAM Logistics Network (ILN), contact Membership@IAMovers.org

Preferred Vendors

Since 1999, the International
Association of Movers (ISA) has
provided international shippers and
forwarders of Commercial and US
Military and Government household
goods, unaccompanied baggage,
and general commodities the lowest
comparative shipping rates (FCL &
LCL) and best service throughout
the world by establishing volume
discounts with preferred vendors.
Members: When contacting vendors
please identify yourself as an ISA member
to receive preferred rates.

USA Outbound Commercial HHG:
FCL & LCL

For U.S. Military HHG to/from
from the UK and North Europe

Mallory Alexander
International Logistics
+1 (502) 327-7776
www.mallorygroup.com
Contact: Theresa Walker
theresaw@mallorygroup.com

North Atlantic Services
+32 (0)3 360 78 21
www.nas.gosselingroup.eu
Contact: Patrick Vercauteren
patrickv@north-atlantic-services.com

Direct Container Line /
Vanguard Logistics
+1 (847) 238-5029
www.dcl-global.com
Contact: Steven Leff
stevenleff@theleffgroup.com
(502) 468-2575
S.E.A. Corp.
+1 (704) 732-6063
www.seacorpnc.com
Contact: Sheena Kiser
rates@seacorpnc.com
bookings@seacorpnc.com

Pasha International
+1 (415) 927-6439
www.pashagroup.com
Contact: Mike Connolly
Mike_Connolly@Pashanet.com
For U.S. Military or Government
HHGs Port to Port to/from Pacific Rim
SEACO Shipping SA
Contact: Patrick Vercauteren
Patrickv@north-atlantic-services.com
Contact: Mike Connolly
Mike_Connolly@pashanet.com

ISA Members are eligible to earn an annual patronage dividend.
For information or to join ISA, go to www.IAMovers.org, click on Affiliate Groups

ISA | 5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404, Alexandria, VA 22303 | tel 703-317-9950 | www.IAMovers.org

TECHNOTES
LineaPro—The Barcode Scanner We’ve Been Waiting For
By Max Kreynin, Voxme Software, Inc.

T

he practice of using barcodes to keep track of merchandise
has been around for a long time. It’s only in recent years
that the moving industry has adopted this technology to manage
relocations. Barcodes have proved to be the most reliable way
of ensuring that all items are present at each stage of the move.
Among the many solutions out there, the latest and best one yet
is LineaPro, a sleek iPhone/iPod sleeve that acts as a super-fast
barcode reader—so fast, in fact, that Apple uses it in its stores
to scan receipts. And now the moving industry can enjoy it too,
since as of the latest version of the Voxme Inventory app, LineaPro can be used as a barcode scanner for all types of moves and
inventories.
The way LineaPro works is by transforming any iPhone 4
and up into a barcode scanner. The sleeve cradles the iPhone and
is equipped with a laser-based barcode reader. We tested LineaPro together with the manufacturer, and the results were quite
pleasing. Scanning barcodes with LineaPro takes as little as 0.2
seconds per item, compared to 2-3 seconds per item with other
apps that use the iPhone’s camera. One can imagine the difference this response time makes when unloading a truckload of
goods into the warehouse, or delivering a 20- or 40-foot container
to the client’s residence.
The only other scanner that compares to LineaPro in speed
would be a dedicated barcode scanner like the Motorola MC55A,
but it’s bulky, nearly three times as expensive ($1,500 vs. $600),
and runs on an outdated Windows Mobile 6.5 operating system.
Since LineaPro is iOS, it means the operating system is always
up to date and supported, and that movers and warehouse managers who are already familiar with Apple’s products will have a
breeze learning how to use the iPhone together with LineaPro.
When clients ask us about implementing barcodes in their
moving business, the initial cost of purchasing the hardware is
often a major concern. Since LineaPro connects to the iPhone—a
device that is commonplace in today’s work environment and
often comes free or at a low cost as part of the company’s cell
phone plan—there is usually no need to get any hardware other
than the scanner itself. One can simply slip the LineaPro sleeve
onto an existing iPhone straight out of the box. If an iPhone is not
available, the more affordable iPod Touch ($300) is an excellent
substitute.
Aside from its speed, another quality that sets LineaPro apart
from other scanners is the laser reader. The laser has a range
of up to a foot (30 cm), making it easy to scan barcodes from a
distance. The bright green color is easily visible under any lighting conditions. This means that whether you’re working in a dim
warehouse or on an open loading dock under bright sunlight,
you’ll be able to see the laser projection and accurately aim for
the barcode. Other lasers are often hard to see under bright light,
which can prolong the scanning process.
Inﬁnite Peripherals, the manufacturer of LineaPro, plans to
introduce a sleeve for the iPad Mini as early as the end of September of this year. This means movers will eventually be able
to use the iPad Mini to create the packing list, as well as scan
the barcodes while unloading at the warehouse or upon delivery.

The LineaPro is an efﬁcient barcode scanner with applications in
the moving industry.

This can already be done with the iPhone, but the Mini’s larger
screen has an on-screen keyboard that’s easier to work with, and
is generally the device foremen prefer for taking inventory.
LineaPro takes advantage of the features already available
in the Voxme Inventory application. After scanning each item,
the app will display the content of that piece, as well as allow the
user to capture condition notes and to specify the location of the
item and type of container it’s in. This digital “bingo sheet” can
then be transferred back to the ofﬁce for processing. One can also
generate a report of missing items, or display other information
such as the location, destination, content, and insurance value of
each article.
Some companies are already developing scanners that would
compete with LineaPro. As any economist would tell you, once
more players enter the game, Inﬁnite Peripherals is likely to
lower the price of its products. That said, we expect a reduction in
the price of LineaPro once other scanners of similar capabilities
and quality come out. Another thing we hope to see in the not-sodistant future is a snap-on barcode scanner that would universally
connect to any iOS or Android device, without having to be made
especially for a particular type of phone or tablet. This is already
the case with snap-on credit card readers, and having the same
with barcode scanners would be a welcome innovation.
The speed, ease-of-use, and comparatively low price tag of
$600 make LineaPro the product of choice for moving companies
looking to implement barcode technology. It provides packers
and warehouse staff with the tool they need to accurately and
reliably verify the presence and contents of packages, and eliminates manmade errors common to pen-and-paper bingo sheets. If
you’re looking to step up your game, we deﬁnitely recommend
looking into LineaPro.

AIR CARGO/AIR TRAVEL
Handling Your Health Care Needs Overseas
By Matthew Perrone, AP Health Writer

A

n international vacation typically involves months of advance planning, from renewing passports to ﬁnding ﬂights
and booking hotels. But even the most carefully planned itinerary
can be knocked off course by an unexpected health problem.
If you’re traveling in a country where you don’t speak the
language and your insurance isn’t accepted, even a basic errand
like ﬁlling a prescription can become a complicated ordeal.
Last year nearly 61 million Americans traveled abroad for
either business or pleasure, according to the U.S. Ofﬁce of Travel
and Tourism Industries. The most popular overseas destinations
included Europe, the Caribbean, and Asia, which together accounted for nearly 80 percent of all trips outside North America.
Here are some tips for getting the medical care you need, no
matter where your travels take you:
• Prescriptions. It’s far easier to bring an ample supply of
medication from home than to reﬁll it overseas. If you’re
going to be away for a few weeks, most pharmacies will
give you an extended supply of medication if you show them
your travel itinerary. All prescriptions should be kept in their
original bottles clearly displaying your name, especially
when traveling through foreign customs where your baggage
may be searched. If you have any kind of narcotic-based pain
medication, such as codeine, you may want to check with the
U.S. embassy in the country you’re visiting to make sure the
drug is not considered illegal. Go to http://www.usembassy.
gov/. If you lose your medication or need a new prescription
abroad, most pharmacies will honor a fax or e-mail from
a U.S. physician. But some countries do not even require
prescriptions for common medications.
• Doctors. Sometimes you’ll need more than a prescription reﬁll to get your trip back on track. Let’s say you’re swimming
on a beach in Ecuador and get stung by a jellyﬁsh. A small
rash develops into a larger infection and you want to ﬁnd an
English-speaking doctor who can diagnose the problem and
prescribe the best treatment. Your health insurance does not
cover overseas travel and your Spanish is limited.
There are several organizations that offer free help ﬁnding qualiﬁed physicians. The International Association for
Medical Assistance to Travelers maintains an online database of licensed, English-speaking doctors in 90 countries at
http://www.iamat.org/doctors_clinics.cfm. Concierges at
most major hotels keep a list of English-speaking doctors in
the area and typically have a doctor on call who can see you
in your room. Doctors recommend that travelers with chronic
conditions, allergies, or rare blood types bring a form with
their medical history. The American College of Emergency
Physicians offers a medical history form on the website
www.er101.org, and your doctor can help you decide what
to include. This is something you will want to keep in your
wallet or purse.

•

Insurance. Most government and employer-based health
plans do not cover medical care overseas. For this reason,
many travel agencies recommend that customers purchase
some sort of travel health insurance. Along with covering the
cost of cancelled trips or travel delays, companies like Travel
Guard (http://www.travelguard.com) provide a range
of health coverage options, from basic medical expenses
to medical evacuation. Depending on the country and the
condition of the patient, an international medical ﬂight can
cost $50,000 or more, making an insurance policy a smart ﬁnancial decision. Adventure travelers who face a serious risk
of harm can even be covered for the repatriation of dismembered limbs and other remains. Travel insurance prices vary
depending on the cost of the trip and the age of the travelers.
For example, a 30-year-old traveler purchasing coverage
for a trip that costs $1,500 might pay $80. But a 70-year-old
traveler on the same trip would pay $160.
SOURCE: San Francisco Chronicle

Best Airport Food
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SA Today recently ran a survey of readers to get their
vote for the best airport eatery. Here are the top 10.
Harry and Izzy’s—Indianapolis
Tortas Frontera—Chicago O’Hare
Obrycki’s—Baltimore
42nd Street Oyster Bar—Raleigh-Durham
Lemonade—Los Angeles
French Meadow Bakery and Cafe— Minneapolis
Salt Lick—Austin
Vino Volo—Dallas-Fort Worth (and several other locations)
Chickie’s and Pete’s—Philadelphia
Legal Sea Foods—Boston
—Howard C. Klepser, CEO, Association Travel Pros

Did You Know …?

W

orkers get the most days off per year in Austria and Portugal. Both countries require 35 vacation days and paid
holidays. Germany and Spain give workers 34 days off per year,
France 31. The United States is the only developed country without any legally required paid vacation days or holidays.
SOURCE: Center for Economic and Policy Research

A Real Shot in the Arm: Help Abroad from an Unexpected Source
By Stephan Scheiwiller, Manager, Zurich/Basel, Harsch, The Art of Moving

A

fter the LACMA and FIDI conventions in Rio de Janeiro in 1998, my
wife, Ursula, and I had decided to make an
extensive business trip throughout South
America and to visit customers and agents
in Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Venezuela, and Colombia.
Since my good friend from Colombia
had invited us to stay for a long weekend
at his residence, we decided that country
would be our last destination. However, as
Switzerland has only direct ﬂights to and
from Brazil, we had to ﬂy from Colombia
to Brazil before going home. The travel
agent who designed our trip informed us
that no special requirements or precaution
was requested.
One Thursday evening, after two days
of business in Bogota, our friend picked
us up at our hotel and drove us to his ﬁnka
(a holiday home in the country), a dream
retreat in one of the most beautiful areas of
the world. There, we spent ﬁve wonderful
days, enjoying what was truly an outstanding and memorable experience. One evening, during dinner, he asked us whether
we were vaccinated against yellow fever.
Ursula and I looked at each other with
astonishment, as our travel agent had said
nothing about this and we informed our
friend accordingly.
“Why are you asking this?” we asked.
He replied that all travelers from Colombia to Brazil had to be vaccinated against

Stephan Scheiwiller

yellow fever in order to be allowed to
enter Brazil. You can imagine our surprise,
as we of course had not received such a
vaccination prior to our departure to South
America.
As we deﬁnitely had to return to Switzerland, I asked my friend if there was any
possibility for a special arrangement. “No
problem,” he said. “I have very good connections and I’m pretty sure I can resolve
this question.”

The next day we left the ﬁnka and
returned to Bogota but instead of going
to the hotel, our friend drove us to the
cargo center at the airport. What was this
all about, we wondered. We stepped into
the import hall. He said, “Don’t worry—a
good friend of mine is already waiting for
us.”
At the rear end of the hall we were directed into a special waiting room, where
we sat down and waited, surrounded by
chickens and geese. It looked as if we
were in the veterinarian station—and yes,
we were! Our friend spoke a few seconds
with the veterinarian and then he asked us
to hand him our passports. The “doctor”
left us and came back a few minutes later,
gave each of us the injection, and returned
our passports. I looked inside and noted he
had stamped them with the ofﬁcial stamp
of the Bogota Hospital, conﬁrming the
vaccination against yellow fever.
Two days later, as we were now vaccinated against yellow fever, we entered
Brazil without any problem…except that
we had to wait four hours for our luggage,
because Brazilian Drug Enforcement Control was inspecting every suitcase.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
A look at people and events shaping IAM member companies

Angela Jackson

Susan Buchanan

APPOINTMENTS
Team Relocations recently announced
that as a result of continued growth and
expansion of the UK business, Angela
Jackson and Susan Buchanan have been
promoted to joint managing directors of
the company’s UK relocation activities.
Jackson joined Morton Fraser Relocation in Birmingham (acquired by Team)
in 1994 from her previous career as an
estate agency branch manager. An ERC
accredited Global Mobility Specialist, she
has gained a wealth of experience during her time with Team in both domestic
and global relocation. She also oversees
account management of some of Team’s
largest global clients.
Buchanan started her career in the
legal profession as a legal executive and in

Natasza Przybylska

1993 joined Morton Fraser Relocation as
a relocation coordinator. Based in Team’s
Edinburgh ofﬁce, Buchanan, also an ERC
accredited Global Mobility Specialist, rose
rapidly through the ranks and in 2007 was
promoted to the role of relocation services
director. She specializes in providing support to client HR and relocating families,
meeting their individual needs and expectations for a wide range of domestic and
international mobility services.
Arpin International (Ireland) has
announced the promotion of Natasza
Przybylska to operations manager.
In her new role, Przybylska will
ensure that all moves carried out by
service providers and agents meet Arpin’s
required level of excellence. She will
manage and train new staff members and
implement cost control measures. She will

John Barrett

Matt Somweber

also serve as the prime contact for the U.S.
State Department and military moves that
Arpin International (Ireland) has been appointed to manage.
Przybylska was previously a move
coordinator, serving as her customers’
dedicated contact, managing the entire
door-to-door household goods shipment
process. She is ﬂuent in English, Polish,
Russian, and German.
The Arpin International Group
GSA department has promoted John Barrett and Matt Somweber to the position
of general manager.
Barrett will manage administrative
staff, provide account reporting, maintain divisional standard procedures, and
oversee training and compliance for the
division. He was previously an assistant
operations manager and has been with the

J. Scott Roberts

company for more than 12 years.
Somweber will manage operations
staff, serve as an escalation point of
contact for accounts and customers, and
oversee training and compliance for the
division. He was previously a senior GSA
supervisor and has been with the company
for more than a decade.
Daryl Flood Relocation & Logistics has named J. Scott Roberts director
of safety, compliance and risk management. A 15-year veteran of the transportation industry, he will work to maintain
the company’s ongoing commitment to
highway and driver safety by ensuring
that the company’s Transportation and
Warehousing Departments set the highest
standard in safety compliance.
Roberts’s primary focus is on the
overall safety and compliance of the
Texas-based company’s ﬂeet of more than
180 tractor trailers and straight trucks. He
will maintain vehicle records and schedule
routine inspections to meet Department of
Transportation (DOT) and Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
regulations. Scott will oversee the Driver
Qualiﬁcation process, new driver orientation, and continuous learning programs.
He will leverage his knowledge of safety
training and education to develop a comprehensive safety program to keep pace
with regulatory changes, company growth,

What’s New?
Send your announcements, articles,
and news to
janet.seely@iamovers.org
AND
joycedexter47@comcast.net

and diversity. He is tasked with improving Department of Transportation (DOT)
scores, peer rankings, and the culture of
safety within the organization.
Prior to relocating to Dallas, Roberts
held a director of safety position where he
created a safety program for a ﬂeet of 500
trucks resulting in large improvements in
DOT scores, accident rates, and accident
costs. A Certiﬁed Transportation Professional (CTP), he also holds a Certiﬁed
Director of Safety (CDS) designation from
the North American Transportation Management Institute (NATMI).
Santa Fe has named Joseph Pellicano
relocation services manager. Pellicano
joined Santa Fe in 2010 as key account
manager. Most recently, he served as assistant relocation manager for the Beijing
relocation team.
Pellicano has been living and working in Beijing since 2007. Originally from
the United States, he speaks English and
Mandarin Chinese.

Interdean, part of the Santa Fe Group,
announced that Juliane Gruethner has
joined the company as relocation director
Germany.
Gruethner began her career with Ernst
& Young’s human capital department and
has worked in various international companies, industries, and countries during
the last 15 years. Most recently she was
manager, global assignments at Fresenius
Kabi.
As head of the relocation service
department, Gruethner will be responsible
for the account management and the implementation of new large client accounts,
as well as managing the various client
relationships on a contractual level. In addition she will develop Interdean’s service
portfolio with respect to assignment management, policy benchmarking and design,
and will be involved in customer projects
and roundtable events.

EXPANSIONS

Dr. Grant Jones

Worldwide Movers Africa has
opened a new ofﬁce in Accra, Ghana, its
15th branch in Africa. Heading the ofﬁce
is Dr. Grant Jones.
Vanguard Logistics Services has ofﬁcially launched a new structure in India,
under the leadership of Michael Gomez,
Managing Director for India and India
Subcontinent—Vanguard.
Vanguard customers will be able to
book their cargo to worldwide destinations
from India on a Vanguard B/L and have
24/7 access to the status of their cargo as

it moves through to Vanguard’s extensive global network of ofﬁces. Dmitriy
Ioffe, senior vice president of strategic
accounts—Vanguard, is spearheading
Vanguard’s sales program for India.
Through Vanguard’s global website,
www.vls-global.com, customers will be
able to access Vanguard’s global sailing
schedule, make online bookings, track and
trace all shipments through to ﬁnal destination, view and extract all documents
pertaining to their shipments through
Vanguard’s documentation portal, and
more.
Gomez said that the new structure
provides an unprecedented level of control
and visibility to customers. “All import
cargo from Vanguard’s global ofﬁces are
managed by a dedicated team of professionals who all report through local and
regional Vanguard management,” he said.
Vanguard’s customers in India will deal
with Vanguard at both origin and destination.

Isabelle Harsch

Fabienne
Bourbonnaux

Emmanuelle Harsch

Yannick Dubois

Philippe Fernandes

Patrick Decarroux

Harsch, the Art of Moving, reports
that its future CEO, Isabelle Harsch, has
been implementing strategic changes at
the company as it grooms a new generation of leaders, through targeted hiring decisions, continuous learning development,
and strengthening of internal structures
and work organization.

Among the new hires is Fabienne
Bourbonnaux, who has joined the sales
team. She comes from the service industry,
and has strong sales experience.
Emmanuelle Harsch has returned to
the company after spending time with her
two young sons. She is now managing the
relocation department.

Current CEO Bertrand Harsch noted
that having two daughters in the company
reﬂects recognition of the increasing importance of the role that women must play
in the business.
Early this year the company hired
Yannick Dubois, who has many years of
experience in the international moving
business. He will use his experience in the
moving industry and expertise in working
with agents.
“The quality of our work remains
one of our strongest assets,” said Bertrand Harsch. “To respond effectively and
efﬁciently to the important increase in
business and to keep up with our quality,
we have hired new staff members both in
the move coordination department and in
the warehouse team. At the same time, to
ensure consistent and coherent high quality work, we have revised and renewed
our internal training courses. These are
largely inspired by our ﬁne arts expertise.
After having received special training in
the successful transmission of skills and
knowledge, two of our salespersons, who
previously were lead packers—one in ﬁne
arts, Patrick Decarroux, and one in moving, Philippe Fernandes—are transmitting their know-how to their colleagues.
This ensures that there is for us no difference whether we handle a Picasso painting
or a household goods removal.”

Francesco Argirò and Ambra Lucarini of Bliss Removals with Caesar, the client they ﬂew from Rome to the United States.

Bliss Pets: Where Love Is in the Air

P

erhaps not everyone knows that Bliss Removals does not
only specialize in worldwide removals of household goods.
Bliss Pet Services, part of Bliss Corporation Group, also is highly
specialized in worldwide pet relocation, and it’s the ﬁrst company
in Italy to have earned an ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management
System certiﬁcation for this speciﬁc activity.
”Among the several prestigious pet relocations that Bliss Pet
Services has handled, one of the most amazing was certainly Caesar,” said Francesco Argirò. “He’s a Neapolitan mastiff—simply
awesome and a great joker! He ﬂew into Rome from the US. We
handled import customs formalities—FIVE Stars boarding—and
then we traveled with him on a private helicopter to Porto Cervo,
Sardinia, where his owner was eagerly waiting for him. It was an
incredible experience and a great opportunity for Bliss to improve
our own know-how.”
More and more often, he added, “people who are going to
move from one place to another have the need to relocate their
beloved pet along with the family. Thanks to Bliss, pet owners
can count on a reliable partner that makes their pet relocation process smooth and easier. Aware of the strong feelings between the
owner and the pet, our company’s objective is to offer a service
strongly oriented to the animal’s needs through the passion, love,
and respect that the entire staff feels for them, as well as the
company’s reliability and competence.”

Boonma Pet Mover Executive Director Tiddy S. Teerawit and Marketing Manager Narinya Suwannaboon

Boonma Exhibits at Vet Fair 2013

A

fter its successful Vet Fair 2013 in February, VPN held a
second event, the Vet Fair 2013 Midyear during August
in Bangkok. This one featured the larger ﬁve major categories:
products and services, accounting/taxes for veterinary businesses,
banking services, hospital design, and veterinary seminars.
Boonma took an active role in providing pet shuttle services between the residences and the hospitals as well as shortand long-term boarding facilities for pet lovers. “We have seen
the increasing trend of having one or more pets in the households
of Thai families,” noted Boonma Executive Director Tiddy S.
Teerawit. “Demand by veterinarians and pet owners for pet
shuttle service keeps increasing, too. Many veterinarians stopped
at Boonma’s booth and asked for more information and services.”

MOVERS DOING GOOD

Tiddy S. Teeerawit (left) with colleagues at the Boonma exhibit
booth at the Living in Bangkok event in September

Boonma Exhibits at Living in
Bangkok 2013

B

umrungrad International Hospital and Thai Craft have been
co-organizing Living in Bangkok each year to serve expatriates and their families. The September 7 event was designed to
help make connections between the people and organizations
serving the expat community. Entertainment running throughout
the day at the venues showcased talented choirs and performing
groups from several international schools and the community.
“As Thailand’s leading pet mover in the expat community,
Boonma’s team made up an enjoyable and productive day for the
visitors,” said Tiddy S. Teerawit, executive director of Boonma
Pet Mover. “Many expat clients were very happy to see us on the
day and wish us to come back to the show again next year!”

Haitian youngsters show off their new athletic shoes.

Arpin Group Transports Donated
Soccer Equipment to Haiti

L

ast summer, Arpin Group teamed up with a Rhode Island
retail chain, Ocean State Job Lot, to help two local teenagers carry out their effort to transport 20 boxes of donated soccer
equipment to children in Haiti. Arpin has received word that the
equipment was delivered and is now in use throughout Haiti.
The story began with Cassandra and Christiana Layman,
both soccer players, who created SoccerRECYCLE out of a
concern that many uniforms were used only a few times and then
tossed out or put on the shelf, never to see daylight again. Giving
the uniforms and equipment a “second life” became their goal.
Nearly 400,000 Haitians are still living in settlement camps, following an earthquake in 2010. New soccer gear, the teens hoped,
would brighten many children’s lives.

Preparing for a game in their new uniforms

Last summer, the sisters collected boxes of soccer gear to
ship them to Haiti for the children affected by devastation in that
area. Ocean State Job Lot contributed to the effort by donating
3,200 athletic shoes as well. Arpin Group happily agreed to transport the extra large shipment for free to North Carolina, where it
would continue its journey to Haiti.
The shipment was delivered to Reunion Sportive d’Haiti, an
organization with a mission to “build skills, characters, and communities through sports and education, and to promote the wellbeing of children in Haiti to reach their full potential in society.”
Reunion Sportive Chairman Jean Michel said 880 children
and young adults received gear during its annual soccer camp.
The remainder of the 3,000 shoes and uniforms were distributed
to school children in several towns in the Commune of Port-Salut, including the most disadvantaged villages of Roche-Jabouin,
Gerard, Dumont, and Balixte.
In a recent e-mail Michel said, “Watching the kids, who have
suffered so much, playing at the soccer tournament with persistence, sportsmanship, and determination to move forward, has
been an unforgettable experience that touched my soul to its core,
brought joy to my heart and tears to my eyes.”
“We were happy to help get this athletic gear to the people in
Haiti who are still suffering,” said Matt Dolan, chief operating
ofﬁcer of Arpin Group. “If this lessens their burden, it is worth
every effort.”

New soccer gear
donated to
Haitians
recovering
from the
effects of
the 2010
earthquake.

Bishop’s Move Supports Charity in 2013 Road Block Run

B

ishop’s Move, the UK’s largest
family-owned removals company,
once again ensured that its largest vehicle has proved an obstacle for the 550
competitors of the 2013 Road Block Run
held in Holyrood Park on September 22.
The competition enables participants of
all abilities to take part in a 10K charity
fun run, featuring 10 carefully planted obstacles that had the competitors climbing,
sliding, and crawling their way around the
course, all in the name of raising muchneeded funds for Chest Heart & Stroke
Scotland (CHSS), which organized the
event.
For the second year running, Bishop’s
Move’s largest vehicle was strategically
placed, and featured carefully crafted
“spider webs” made of webbing and luminous “silly string.” At the end of the event
CHSS announced that more than £45,000
had been raised to help support those affected by chest, heart, and stroke illness
in Scotland via research, advice, support
services, and community groups.
The fancy dress element of the race
was also embraced by many participants
and included a Royal team: the Queen, the

Homepack Assists
Quake Survivors

A

fter a 7.7-magnitude earthquake hit
part of Balochitan province in southwestern Pakistan twice on September 9
and September 28, Homepack Freight
International sprang into action to assist the survivors. The quake killed at least
1,500 people, injured nearly 1,000, and
destroyed countless homes.
To support efforts to aid more than
300,000 people who were affected by the
quake across six districts, Homepack sent
2-by-40-foot containers of relief goods
including blankets, quilts, foods, and medicines to remote areas where they were
desperately needed. Company President
A. Hashim noted that Homepack also has
been overseeing the distribution of relief
goods and cash offered by its industry
partners and associates to the appropriate
agencies.
For information on continuing relief
activities, e-mail hmpk@cyber.net.pk.

Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, baby
George, a corgi, and a photographer.
The company’s obstacles this year
included the Diversion, a maze created
by Class One Trafﬁc Management and a
lorry obstacle provided by Bishop’s Move
that had people climbing through the lorry
dodging the spider’s web.
Bishop’s Move has been supporting
CHSS for two years. Through a unique
de-clutter service, Bishop’s Move removal
men throughout Scotland provide home
movers with CHSS charity donation sacks
prior to their move, should they wish to
donate any unwanted items to the charity. On the day of the move the company

vans collect and store the items, which can
range from clothes to electrical equipment,
that are then collected by CHSS representatives.
Bishop’s Move General Manager,
Scotland David Mills noted, “We are
ﬁrmly in the business of supporting our
number one charity north of the border
and helping them fund its program. It
was a fantastic event and a unique sight
witnessing the competitors run and jump
through one of Bishop’s Move’s largest
vehicles! We made sure that the carefully
crafted spider’s web didn’t make it easy
for the runners!”

Move One Supports Syrian
Humanitarian Aid Project

A

s the UPS authorized service contractor for Iraq, Move One recently
received more than100 tons of UNICEF
emergency supplies for Syrian refugees.
A plane carrying 100 tonnes of UNICEF emergency supplies to assist Syrian
refugee children and families arrived in
early September in Erbil, in the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq.
The supplies were urgently airlifted
from UNICEF’s global supply warehouse
in Copenhagen, Denmark, to respond to
the growing needs of Syrian refugees in
Iraq, who now number more than 200,000.
Some 50,000 refugees had arrived in the
previous two and a half weeks, half of
them children.
“These supplies come just in time to
meet the pressing needs of the more than
20,000 Syrian children who have recently
arrived in northern Iraq,” said Dr. Marzio
Babille, UNICEF’s Representative to Iraq.
The airlifted supplies include water
tanks, tap stands, latrine equipment, water
puriﬁcation tablets, and testing kits; oral
rehydration solution; emergency health
and hygiene, early childhood development, and recreation kits; school materials;
and temporary schools and safe spaces,
among other items.
These items come in addition to 12
trucks of supplies that arrived earlier from
UNICEF’s warehouse hub in Mersin, Turkey, as well as an additional four trucks

of emergency materials that arrived from
Baghdad, Iraq.
“All of these items are part of a ﬁrst
wave of supplies that will massively scale
up UNICEF’s emergency response to
the growing number of Syrian refugee
children and families in Iraq,” said Dr.
Babille.
The majority of supplies were made
possible by a $5.8 million contribution
from the Government of Kuwait as well
as an in-kind contribution from UPS, a
long-standing partner of UNICEF, which
provided support toward the airlift cost
from Copenhagen.
UNICEF is working closely with
the Kurdistan Regional Government,
UNHCR, other UN agencies, and international and national NGOs to deliver vital
essential services—particularly in the
water and sanitation, education, health and
nutrition, and child protection sectors—to
Syrian refugee children and their families
in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.

Noble Mobility Bicyclists Aid Orange Babies in Namibia

N

oble Mobility, the Netherlands-based
organization whose active brands are Passies,
Royal de Gruijter, and KHZ Movers, recently rose
to the challenge of contributing to a worthwhile
endeavor in a very rewarding—and different—way.
The Noble Mobility team undertook—at their
own expense—an off-road mountain bike weeklong tour for Orange Babies in Namibia. Participants included Desirée Mulder (team coach and
ambassador), Maarten van Zutphen, Naud Wirtz,
Paul Duijndam, and Sigurd Jolles, along with 25
other fanatics.
The purpose of the grueling bike tour, said
van Zutphen, was to raise funds to save children of
HIV-infected mothers from this virus. “To give you
a rough idea,” he explained, “every US$125 will
save a child’s life.
“Usually,” he added, “sponsoring is done at
a distance, and one cannot truly know or experience the process and the outcome of the hard work
that has been done. This was a good chance for the
Noble folks to contribute, as well as see and truly
experience the project they’ve started supporting:
Hope Village Clinic, where Noble Mobility adopted
a toddler clinic. Twenty-four young children are
being raised there in the best possible way.”
It was a very intense trip. But van Zutphen said
that for him and his colleagues, “Meeting with the
kids, sharing the stories, their hopes, dreams and
the ‘ﬁght for food’ and other biting reality they had
been facing made all realize how worry-free our
lives really are.”

Noble Mobility bikers on the road. Orange is
the color associated with Holland, and signals
that Orange Babies is a “true Dutch initiative,”
says Maarten van Zutphen.

From top: Noble Mobility team members at Hope Village, the beneﬁciary of the
bike tour, and taking time for some fun with some of the children being raised
there. (Photos by Adrian Kuipers)

HONORS AND AWARDS
Interstate Service Group, Inc., has been honored by Inc.
Magazine in its annual Inc. 500|5000 list, as one of America’s
Fastest-Growing Private U.S. Companies. This year’s recognition
caps a four-time consecutive run for the organization, headquartered in Springﬁeld, Virginia. Companies are chosen for the list
based on their growth rate for the previous three years.
Interstate, celebrating its 70th
anniversary and third generation of
family ownership and management,
is an $84-million global enterprise
comprising moving and storage,
employee relocation services, and
supply chain management logistics
supporting corporations and government clients as well as individual
consumers. This year’s recognition
speciﬁcally identiﬁed Ace Van &
Storage Company, a wholly owned
member of the Interstate Family of Bud Morrissette
Companies, for its achievements.
The organization’s accelerated growth in spite of challenging
economic conditions has been attributed to its strategic direction
of complimentary diversiﬁed services and extended geographic
service reach. Over the past three years, for example, the ﬁrm
added a new facility in Washington, DC, acquired three ﬁrms in
the domestic United States, and opened ofﬁces in Hong Kong,

Madrid, and Rio Janeiro to support both its existing and anticipated customer requirements.
“This recognition is a testament to the achievements of our
entire team and what they do every day, serving our clients to the
best of their ability throughout the world,” said Group President
Bud Morrissette.
Arpin Group, Inc. was honored with the annual Lexicon
World of Quality award by Lexicon Relocation, a provider of
global mobility services, in October. The awards recognize
customer satisfaction and performance excellence in global
mobility. A total of 30 global services providers were recognized
by Lexicon’s Executive Leadership and Global Network Integration teams from among a ﬁeld of qualiﬁed entrants within the
global mobility industry. Award winners were chosen based upon
internal and external service and performance metrics, as well as
Lexicon’s voice of the customer surveys based on Service Excellence, Supplier Partnership, and Supplier Innovation
Bob Sullivan, senior vice president of corporate accounts for
Arpin Group, says, “Our motto is ‘Creating Customers for Life’
and providing exceptional service is deeply rooted in our company culture, from our movers, to our relocation coordinators, up to
our senior managers. I would also like to thank the Lexicon supply and operations management teams who work closely with us
to ensure a high quality experience for every client and assignee.”

MILESTONES

Bill Beuthin

A

fter 45 years in international removals, Bill Beuthin is taking a break. He has semi-retired to his home in Normandy
in France. He leaves the day-to-day running of Worldwide
Movers Tanzania in the capable hands of General Manager
Damas Bayanga and his experienced management team.
As a co-founder, director, and one of the main shareholders,
Beuthin sees opportunity everywhere and remains a key element
to the steady growth and success of Worldwide Movers Africa.
The Group will continue to beneﬁt from his oversight, advice and
experience; however, he will no longer be involved in the everyday operations of the business.

IAM Member
Services Associate
Lanee Johnson

World Moving & Storage Ltd. of
New Zealand is often described as a removal company with heart. The Auckland
and Christchurch-based ﬁrm works hard to
foster a good work environment, offering,
among other things, a communal breakfast
for staff every morning.
“We’re great believers in the staff
and helping them to achieve better things
in their own personal life as well as their
work life,” director David Williams says.
The ﬁrm’s efforts have earned it an 11
percent rise in productivity and a Sustainable 60 award for the most sustainable
workplace in Auckland.
Entrants competed in ﬁve categories
and for three types of companies: small,
medium, and large. This year, the competition, which is presented by Fairfax Media,
the Sustainable Business Council, and
BusinessNZ, attracted nearly 60 entries
from 25 companies.
Williams noted that World Moving
does not pay the minimum wage or hire
casuals, as is common in the moving
industry.
“All our guys are fulltime,” he explained. “We believe it’s our responsibility
to look after them and give them a secure
job for their own income and families and
all the rest of it.”
Workers are encouraged to act as
leaders.The company’s mantra is PART,
an anagram that stands for Pride, Attitude,
Respect and Trust, said Williams. “PART
is a big part of what we do here. And the

From top: Managing Director Raymond
Dobbe, HR Ofﬁce Manager Yodette Teau,
and Team Leader Murphy Tuai are all smiles
after winning the Sustainable 60 award in
Auckland. (Photo courtesy of NZBusiness
magazine)

guys actually take it to heart—everybody
from the ofﬁce staff to the guys who are at
the coalface.”
And the breakfast? That idea was born
out of practicality after Williams and cofounder Raymond Dobbe, both old-timers
in the removal business, saw too many of

Marshall Bird, World Moving & Storage Auckland branch manager;
Thalia Evans, sales support and sustainability program manager;
Yodette Teau, HR ofﬁce manager; Raymond Dobbe, managing
director, World Moving & Storage; and Joe Babich, CEO, Babich
Wines, category sponsor.

Murphy Tuai ﬁts his boss, Raymond Dobbe, with an outﬁt made of
packaging material while Yodette Teau looks on. (Photo courtesy of
NZBusiness magazine)

their workers stop and get a pie and a Coke on the way to work.
So they provided an alternative.
“The guys actually cook it themselves. They have a cooked
breakfast two or three times a week and then have cereal or porridge on the other two,” Williams said. “It’s a very hard physical
job that they do, so it gives them the right nutrition and energy to
get through the day.”
Not content to rest on those laurels, World Moving & Storage also has won the Babich Excellence in Exporting Award in
the 2013 Westpac Auckland West Business Awards.
As previous winners in the Workplace Development category
in 2011 and ﬁnalists in the Employer of Choice Category in 2012,

the West Auckland-based business has taken out the Export award
against two other ﬁnalists in the category.
The Business Awards recognize West Auckland’s top performing businesses in a number of categories. World Moving &
Storage was a ﬁnalist in three categories: Excellence in Exporting, Employer of the Year, and Medium to Large Business of the
Year. Managing Director Raymond Dobbe said it was a concerted
effort preparing and submitting their entries to best showcase the
achievements and quality of the entire team.
“The hard work has paid off and it’s just fantastic to be
recognized for our successes. With this award, now our team has
even more reason, to celebrate our very signiﬁcant accomplishments,” says Dobbe. “The judges particularly liked our attention
to high service levels and achievements with our focus on strong
agent relationships all around the world.
“Nothing happens by chance. We’ve made a massive investment in and commitment to our training, our people and our
values—Pride, Attitude, Respect and Trust—which are integrated
in to everything we do.”
Earlier this year, the company was proﬁled on a mainstream
television program for the daily subsidiszed breakfasts it provides
to staff, highlighting the positive contribution it has on productivity and culture.
“I want to live by my word and care for our staff,” Dobbe
explains. “Good nutrition and a healthy start to the day are not
just applicable to school students—many of our team never knew
what beneﬁts a good breakfast had until they joined us.
“I am very proud of our people and I want them and their
families all to grow, learn, and ﬂourish while they’re with
us—simply because they’re our most important asset.”
The entire branch has got in behind the latest team-building
initiative, which beneﬁts both team culture and the community,
the 200-kilometer Two Day Bike Ride around the outskirts of
Auckland to Conquer Cancer to raise funds for the Cancer Society.
“Now the staff are eating well, slimming down and feeling
great. It all makes good, simple business sense because if our
staff are feeling and doing well, then our business and our exports
will do well,” Dobbe adds.
Since the company’s ﬁrst Workplace Development Award
in 2011, its revenue turnover has increased by 50 percent. The
current goal is to increase turnover by a further 20 percent in the
coming year.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Jeffrey Coleman

Coleman World Group
IAM Chair

GOVERNING MEMBERS
Park Moving and Storage Co., Inc.
1537 S Philadelphia Blvd.
P.O. Box 666
Aberdeen, MD 21001-0666 USA
Tel: 410-272-4466 • Fax: 410-575-7309
mderbyshire@parkunited.com
P.O.C. Mark Derbyshire
P.O.C. Tia Edwards
Sponsors: United Van Lines LLC., Missouri
Gateways International Inc., Washington
Prestige Moving & Storage
7930 SW Burns Way Suite A
Wilsonville, OR 97070-9649 USA
Tel: 503-682-8832 • Fax: 503-682-8872
mlarsen@prestigemoving.com
P.O.C. Michael Larsen
P.O.C. David Borgwardt
P.O.C. Brad Bagent
Sponsors: Covenant Transport Solutions, Inc.,
Tennessee
Mitchell Moving & Storage, Washington

CORE MEMBERS
California Moving Systems Inc.
3801 Happy Ln.
P.O. Box 276145
Sacramento, CA 95827-9720 USA
Tel: 916-362-1515 • Fax: 916-362-7435
CHigdon@californiamoving.com
P.O.C. Chris Higdon
P.O.C. Allan Brown
P.O.C. Pam Skoglund
Sponsors: Paciﬁc Transfer LLC, Hawaii
Atlas World Group International, Washington
Cen Tex Moving and Storage LLC
2305 S. Fort Hood St.
Killeen, TX 76542-2316 USA
Tel: 254-628-8006 • Fax: 254-628-1178
rockeys@rockeysmoving.com
P.O.C. Masood (Zahid) Ahmed
P.O.C. John Rockey
P.O.C. Janice Pryor
Sponsors: Cactus Consolidators, Montana
National Van Lines, Inc., Illinois

Classic Moving & Storage PTE Ltd.
Enterprise Hub, Toh Guan Road East
# 06 -103
Singapore 608586, Singapore
Tel: 65 65154430
brad@classicmoving.asia
P.O.C. Brad Street
P.O.C. James Sanderson
P.O.C. Caroline Poon
Sponsors: Cadogan Tate Limited, England
Global Relocations LLC, UAE
Demenagements Menna SAS
8 Avenue De Jumeaux
63570 Auzat La Combelle, France
Tel: 04 73960124 • Fax: 04 73960899
contact@menna.fr
P.O.C. Raphael Menna
P.O.C. Chantal Menna
P.O.C. Damine Menna
Sponsors: Promotransit S.A.S., France
Goeldlin International Movers s.r.l., Itlay
DRS Logistics Private Limited
220, Kabra Complex, 61 MG Road
Secunderbad 500003, India
Tel: 939 1568374 • Fax: 91 40 66200059
conversionhead.ho@drsindia.in
P.O.C. Anjani Kumar Agarwal
P.O.C. Sai Krishna Inala
P.O.C. C Sridharan
Sponsors: Branch Location
ERDO Relocation
Napelsstraat 36
2000 Antwerpen, Belgium
Tel: 323-233-0611
info@erdo-relocation.com
P.O.C. Erick Dockx
Sponsors: Premier International Movers,
Portugal
Kings International Removers (Pty) Ltd., South
Africa
Executive Cargo Packaging LLC
S-16, Bldg: 1-5, Morocco Cluster
International City
185213 Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971-4-4472842 • Fax: 971-4-4472739
executive@eim.ae
P.O.C. Muhammad Waheed Ashraf
P.O.C. Muhammad Naveed Ashraf
Sponsors: Atlas Movers Packing LLC, United
Arab Emirates
Integrated Logistics, Qatar

Fireﬁghting’s Finest Moving & Delivery Inc.
4021 Benbrook Hwy
Fort Worth, TX 76116-7891 USA
Tel: 817-737-7800 • Fax: 817-731-0610
info@fortworthmovers.com
P.O.C. Derrick Potter
P.O.C. Travis Korenek
P.O.C. Tony Lewandowski
Sponsors: Custom Movers Services, Ohio
Move For Hunger, New Jersey
Global Moving and Shipping B.V.
Lichtenauerlaan 102-120
3062 ME Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: 0031 (0) 88 0124343
sales@globalmoving.nl
P.O.C. Edo Smits
Sponsors: Brytor International, Canada
Magna-Thomson International Movers (Pty)
Ltd., South Africa
Global Moving Consultants, Inc.
738 E Dundee Rd., Ste. 345
Palatine, IL 60074-2858 USA
Tel: 847-987-0953 • Fax: 630-396-2690
info@americanmovingconsultants.com
P.O.C. Ted Hatch
P.O.C. Kate Glinos
Sponsors: Berger International, Illinois
Security Storage & Van Company, Virginia
Gosselin Italia Srl
Via A. Volta 4/6
36057 Arcugano, Italy
Vicenza@gosselingroup.it
Tel: 39 0444 960 165 • Fax: 39 0444 292 378
P.O.C. Christophe Geurts
P.O.C. Neno Mladenovic
P.O.C. Lucia Sabbatini
GSSK International Movers LTD.
# 130-1651 Patrick St.
Richmond, BC V3V 3A7 Canada
Tel: 604-722-2634 • Fax: 604-521-3611
info@gsskmovers.com
P.O.C. Giuseppe Benny
P.O.C. Mark McDonald
Sponsors: Britannia Movers International PLC,
England
World Wide Overseas Moving Service Inc.,
Canada
H & S Logistics Ventures LLC
201 Bougainvillea Dr.
Rockledge, FL 32955-2432 USA
Tel: 321-338-2963 • Fax: 321-735-4920
genes@hslv.us
P.O.C. Eugene Sims
P.O.C. Christopher Sims
Sponsors: Gosselin Group N.V., Belgium
Gridiron Forwarding Co., Inc., New Jersey

Hampton Roads Moving & Storage
3534 Business Center Dr.
Chesapeake, VA 23323-2635 USA
Tel: 757-485-0011 • Fax: 757- 485-2529
mail@hamptonroadsmoving.com
P.O.C. Don Queeney
P.O.C. Chad Queeney
P.O.C. Brenda Queeney
Sponsors: Carlyle Van Lines, Inc., Missouri
Gateways International Inc., Washington
Hertling GmbH & Co. KG
Bonner Strabe 351
40589 Dusseldorf, Germany
Tel: 0049 (0) 21173060220
Fax: 0049 (02) 1198961767
duesseldorf@hertling.com
P.O.C. Erik Cock-Johnsen
P.O.C. Ernst Mader
P.O.C. Silke Bernhardt
KIFFCO—King’s Line International
Freight Forwarding Company
Kabul International Airport Road
Khoja Rawash
25000 Kabul, Afghanistan
Tel: 93 75 20 75 999 • Fax: 93 794 00 92 98
moving@kiffco.com
P.O.C. Asadullah Khan
P.O.C. Abdullah Khan
P.O.C. Sefatullah Khan
Sponsors: Fukuoka Soko Co., Ltd., Japan
Orient Express Forwarding Pte Ltd., Singapore
Kuehne + Nagel
10 Exchange Pl.
Jersey City, NJ 07302-3918 USA
Tel: 201-413-5747 • Fax: 201-413-5777
peter.sinka@kuehne-nagel.com
P.O.C. Peter Sinka
P.O.C. Dennis Thun
P.O.C. Jeffrey Hannan
Sponsors: Hilldrup International, Virginia
Team Relocations, England
Logimpex de México S.A. de C.V.
Descartes 54 - Piso 4 - Int 401
Col. Nueva Anzures
11590 Mexico D.F., Mexico
Tel: 00 52 55 52038152
Fax: 00 52 55 52038154
info@logimpex.com.mx
www.logimpex.com.mx
P.O.C. Vincent Etcheverry
P.O.C. Jose Luis Cardoso Lora
P.O.C. Marina Rosales
Sponsors: AGS Paris, France
W. H. Humphreys & Son Ltd., England

You’ll ﬁnd a comprehensive
list of RPP members in
the print and online IAM
Annual Directory.

McCollister’s Transportation Group, Inc.
1800 Route 130 N
Burlington, NJ 08016-3017 USA
Tel: 609-386-0600 • Fax: 609-386-4829
dtraver@mccollisters.com
P.O.C. Dale Traver
P.O.C. Chuck Russo
Sponsors: United Van Lines LLC., Missouri
Rainier Overseas Movers Inc., Washington
MSI—Moving Specialists Int’l Ltd.
114 High St.
Cranﬁeld MK43 0DG England
Tel: 0207 7271799
movingspecialistsintlondon@gmail.com
P.O.C. Felipe Nery
P.O.C. Anah Kiston
Sponsors: REMSSA S.A., Chile
Antares Mudancas & Transportes, Brazil
Multilines International Kenya Limited
All Africa Conferences of Churches
P.O. Box 14281
00800 Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: 0204440815/16 • Fax: 02044440817
Anne.omwandho@multilinesinternational.com
P.O.C. Anne. Omwandho
P.O.C. Catherine Oluoch
Sponsors: Palmers Group Pty Ltd., Australia
ATACO Freight Services Ltd., Uganda
Nationwide Van Lines, Inc.
1421 NW 65th Ave
Plantation, FL 33313-4505 USA
Tel: 954-585-3945 • Fax: 954-585-3970
info@movingnationwide.com
P.O.C. Tali Maskalik
P.O.C. Shahaf Sasson
P.O.C. Yaron Levin
Sponsors: Jacksonville Box & Woodwork Co.,
Florida
New Haven Moving Equipment Corp., Florida
Santa Fe Relocation Services LLC
# 1447, Level 14, Al Fardan Ofﬁce Tower
Doha, Qatar
Tel: 974-44101808 • Fax: 974-44101500
ravi.rajamani@santaferelo.qa
P.O.C. Ravi Rajamani
P.O.C. Kim Creutzburg
P.O.C. Hari Nathan
SIRVA Relocation
Alameda Mamore, 503 Conjunto 21
Alphaville-Barueri
Sao Paulo06454-040, Brazil
Tel: 5511 4134 4848
renato.lima@sirva.com
P.O.C. Renato Lima
P.O.C. Marcelo Fonsi
P.O.C. Sandra Nunes

Thelsa Mudanzas S.A. de C.V.
Rosalio Bustamante 105 Nte.
Col Del Pueblo
Camino Real #6158 Col. La Estanzuela
64988 Monterrey, Mexico
Tel: 011 52 (81) 8220 3550
Fax: 011 52 (81) 8220 3555
info@thelsa.com
P.O.C. Sergio Garza
P.O.C. Alfredo Vidrio
P.O.C. Jose Luis Romero
Sponsors: Winmovers S.A., Costa Rica
Global International Relocation, Portugal
Toscano’s Moving S.A.C.
Av. Mexico 1916
Lima 13, Peru
Tel: 511 324-7777
joel.diaz@toscanos.com.pe
P.O.C. Joel Diaz
P.O.C. Marco Toscano
P.O.C. Claudia Toscano
Sponsors: J.J. Mari International Movers,
Venezuela
Reliable Van & Storage Co. Inc., New Jersey
WMS Moving
3 Allée du Lazio
69800 Saint-Priest, France
Tel: 33 4 82 52 6011
Fax: 00 33 4 7495 4427
cdugas@wmsmoving.com
P.O.C. Charles Dugas
P.O.C. Eric Ducrot
P.O.C. Lanto Raholi
Sponsors: Q Removal ApS, Denmark
Blue Horizon Shipping Inc., Florida
World Bridge
Flat/RM11 12/F, Wing on Center
111 Connaught Road Central, Central HK
264000 Yan Tai, China (PRC)
Tel: 86-535-660-2422 • Fax: 0535-6622697
wbkr@wbridge.co.kr
P.O.C. Michelle Cheung
P.O.C. Helen Lee
P.O.C. Isac Kim
Sponsors: GLS Korea Co. Ltd., Korea
Zimmoah International Inc., Korea

SUPPLIER MEMBERS
Bristol Global Mobility
2001 N 3rd St., Ste. 200
Phoenix, AZ 85024 USA
Tel: 602-952-0355 • Fax: 602-954-8586
jayers@bristolglobal.com
P.O.C. Jill Ayers
P.O.C. Joseph Cardini
P.O.C. Donna Dumont
Sponsors: Interconex, Inc., Texas
S & M Moving Systems, California

You do your best to protect your
company, and then the unexpected
happens: Your partners or clients
— your fellow IAM members —
are having difﬁculty paying their bills
and you’re left holding the invoices.

What do you do?

RPP

Enhanced Dispute Resolution Process…
Including Notiﬁcation of Alleged Debtors

IAM takes an active role in mediating and resolving
payment issues between members, contacting the
slow payer and negotiating a payment timeline.
Through the RPP, IAM will also work with the slow
As an RPP member, if you think another payer if they too have outstanding invoices with IAM
members. Only after mediation is exhausted, the slow
IAM member might declare bankruptcy
or go out of business, you can ﬁle a payer is added to a list of alleged debtors.
claim through the program and receive As an RPP participant, each month you will receive
reimbursement for unpaid commercial a list of alleged debtors who have cases pending with
invoices.
the Association.

File a Claim through the
Receivable Protection Program
to Recoup Lost Revenue

Do you currently have an invoice dispute
with a fellow IAM member? Contact IAM
Programs Manager Brian Limperopulos
at brianl@IAMovers.org to see if IAM
can assist in recovering money owed
from another IAM member.

Stop the bad debt before it starts. Join RPP to receive
the list of debtors and to use IAM’s mediation services
to solve your slow-pay problems. For added security,
seek out other RPP members as business partners.
RPP members are designated in the IAM Membership
Directory with a special RPP logo.

For more information about IAM’s Receivable Protection Program,
go to www.IAMovers and click on Programs & Education or contact IAM at rpp@iamovers.org

Efreightsolutions, LLC
975 Cobb Place Blvd., Ste. 109
Kennesaw, GA 30144-6848 USA
Tel: 678-251-1872 • Fax: 866-418-1586
Kevin.Askew@efreightsolutions.com
P.O.C. Kevin Askew
P.O.C. Chris Tuttle
P.O.C. Carol Aldrich
Sponsors: Dewitt Companies Ltd. LLC,
California
Republic Moving and Storage Company,
California

MoveAide Pte Ltd.
10 Rateburn Park, #02-08
Singapore 088702, Singapore
Tel: 65 6602 8240 • Fax: 65 6602 8216
wendy@moveaide.com
P.O.C. Wendy Heng
P.O.C. Christopher NG
Sponsors: Carepak Moving & Storage, Inc.,
Philippines
Santa Fe Relocation Services, Hong Kong

Flame Recruit Limited
Flame House, 53 Bramley Way, Mayland
Essex, CM3 6ER, United Kingdom
Tel: 41 1621 740973 • Fax: 44 7967 043020
ray@ﬂamerecruit.co.uk
P.O.C. Raymond Inskip
Sponsors: Team Relocations, England
Robinsons Relocation Limited, England
Joe Vella Insurance Brokers
Levle 1, Vella Plaza, 108 Mulgrave Road
Cairns Old • P.O. Box 1011
Bungalow 4870, Australia
Tel: 61 7 4040 4444 • Fax: 61 7 4040 4400
matt@jvib.com.au
P.O.C. Matt Devnine
P.O.C. Jo Gleeson
P.O.C. Joe VElla
Sponsors: Whybirds International, Australia
Reason Global Insurance Ltd., England

IAM Member Services Manager Julia
O’Connor

WASHINGTON UPDATE
By Jim Wise, PACE, LLP

On the Near Horizon: Another Federal Budget Showdown

S

o what was achieved by the federal government shutdown
and what lies ahead for Congress to do?
The short answer is that nothing has been accomplished—we
have just kicked the can down the road with respect to a federal
budget, debt ceiling extensions, and tax reform. In fact, the compromise measure enacted in October to halt the shutdown was
touted as an opportunity to achieve a grand bargain that would
address all of these elements. In truth, virtually no one believes
that Congress can get there.
The congressional resolution ending the shutdown essentially
postponed the vote on an increase in the debt limit until February
7. Proposed budgets passed separately by both the House and the
Senate (but not actual appropriations bills) reveal the deep differences between the two bodies. The Republican-led House wants
discretionary spending set at $967 billion while the Democraticheld Senate would set the budget $91 billion higher at $1.058
trillion. The difference is a huge chasm to bridge. The Democrats’
position is that at least half of this amount must come from ending tax breaks or from new taxes and the Republicans’ position
is no new taxes but further reduced federal spending. Both sides
are attempting ﬁrst to look to areas of obvious agreement—one
proposal offered up for consideration is an increase in federal
workers’ contributions to their retirement plans.
The compromise established a 29-member panel of members
of the House and Senate—not unlike the panel that was unable
to resolve differences last year and led to the implementation
of sequestration. It is this panel that is supposed to negotiate a
budget agreement. But the ﬁrst meeting demonstrated the deep
differences that exist between the two parties. Republican Rep.
Paul Ryan, chairing the House conference, ruled out any type of
a tax increase as part of the deal. Democratic Sen. Patty Murray,
chairing the Senate conference, stated that there must be some
agreement on ending some tax breaks in order to reach an agreement.
If there is no budget deal, then additional cuts under sequestration will kick in early next year. Absent an agreement, on
January 15, 2014, there will be an automatic $20 billion reduction
in all agency spending on top of the reduced sequestration levels
enacted earlier this year. Because of the way the previous sequestration was implemented, the lion’s share of the new cuts will be
coming in the Defense budget—a prospect that moderates in both
parties want to avoid.
Both sides are cautiously looking at the possibility of entitlement changes (i.e., Social Security, Medicare) as a possible

source of revenue to ﬁll the gap. However, that idea is extremely
politically charged, as these programs directly affect the group of
Americans who vote most consistently—seniors.
A budget agreement in a divided Congress is one of the
most difﬁcult objectives to attain. The last time it occurred was
in 1986, when Ronald Reagan was President and Tip O’Neill
was Speaker of the House, and the two of them enjoyed a close,
personal relationship—a dynamic that does not exist today.
Because entitlement programs are growing rapidly and
represent such a huge percentage of the federal budget, they
become an obvious target, but also carry substantial political risk.
Thus, other sources of revenue are also being explored to bridge
the gap. These considerations include the sale of surplus federal
property, increasing fees that airlines pay for airport security,
leasing more federal lands for oil and gas production, boosting
Medicare premiums for higher-income individuals, and increasing the federal employee pension contributions. Again, Congress
needs to ﬁnd $91 billion in either additional cuts or additional
revenues to avoid the pending sequestration cuts.
However, both Democrats and Republicans are keenly aware
of the loss of public support they suffered from the government
shutdown and want to avoid a repeat in an election year. Consequently, many are willing to explore revenue proposals that until
now have been considered sacrosanct (i.e., entitlements). In fact,
some House Republicans have indicated that they would consider increasing the income ceiling that is currently subject to the
Social Security payroll tax, a change that would result in a higher
tax bill for the wealthy and bring in more revenue for the retirement program. (Currently, workers and employers each pay 6.2
percent of wages up to the taxable maximum of $113,700 a year.
Many analysts point out that dramatic gains in income among
the country’s highest earners in recent decades have meant that a
higher percentage of income is out of reach of payroll taxes.)
Other members have tentatively offered other changes such,
as means-testing beneﬁts or raising the retirement age for Social
Security recipients. The President’s proposed budget actually offered up more than 50 increases in various user fees that could be
considered to help ﬁll this gap.
Although there are faint glimmers of a light at the end of
this very dark tunnel, it would take an extraordinary effort in a
short period of time to cobble together enough political support to
achieve an agreement.

IAM Offers Volume Discount
Pricing for Metal Seals

I

AM continues to offer special member pricing on metal
security seals for liftvans. Seals must be ordered in sets
of 400. The rates are as follows:
IAM Members
Under 10,000 .08 each + shipping
Over 10,000 .07 each + shipping

Nonmembers
.12 each + shipping
.10 each + shipping

Send all orders to Bel Carrington by fax (703) 317-9960
or via e-mail to Bel.Carrington@IAMovers.org.

Members Only | IAM Store
Price List for Selected IAM Publications,
Miscellaneous Items

IAM Membership Directory
Additional 1-year subscriptions
to The Portal
Additional IAM Membership
Certiﬁcates

CONUS
MEMBERS

OVERSEAS
MEMBERS

95.00

110.00

120.00

145.00

55.00

65.00

To receive an order form and payment information, please
email info@iamovers.org

Can you afford not to join?

RPP
Protect your business from monetary losses for
a one-time $650 fee.
Download RPP Guidelines and Application at
www.iamovers.org and click on
Programs & Education.

the portal
ADVERTISING RATES, DIMENSIONS, AND DEADLINES

T

he Portal accepts only computer-generated ﬁles, graphics, and ads. (If you plan to submit
your ad on CD-ROM, please contact IAM for requirements.) ADS SENT BY E-MAIL
MUST BE HIGH-RESOLUTION PDFs.
Prices shown are the total cost for six insertions (one year). All new ads must be in color.
AD FORMAT
AND SIZE

WIDTH

HEIGHT

Full page
Full page bleed
(add 1/8 at each edge)

7-1/2”
8-1/2”

10-1/4”
11”

US$3,187.50

1/2 page horizontal
1/2 page vertical
1/2 page vertical bleed
(add 1/8” at top and bottom)

7-1/2”
3-3/4”
3-3/4”

5”
10”
11”

US$1,687.50
US$1,687.50

1/3 page horizontal
1/3 page vertical
1/3 page box

7-1/2”
3-3/4”
3-3/4”

3-1/8”
5”
5”

US$1,187.50
US$1,187.50
US$1,187.50

1/4 page horizontal
1/4 page vertical

4-3/4”
3-3/4”

4”
5”

US$875.00
US$875.00

1/6 page horizontal
1/6 page vertical

3-1/2”
2-1/4”

3”
4-3/4”

US$531.25
US$531.25

1/8 page

3-1/2”

2-1/2

US$437.50
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January/February 2014 Issue ................... December 20, 2013
March/April Issue ......................................February 15, 2014
May/June Issue ................................................April 30, 2014
July/August Issue ................................................. July 1, 2014
September/October Issue ........................... August 15, 2014
(ANNUAL MEETING ISSUE)
November/December Issue ....................... October 20, 2014

*Ad rates in effect for 2013; subject to change thereafter.
**Deadlines to receive new artwork are subject to change.

For further information about Portal display advertising,
contact Belvian Carrington at IAM:

Phone: (703) 317-9950 • Fax: (703) 317-9960 • E-mail: bel.carrington@IAMovers.org

ADVERTISERS INDEX
9ekim Worldwide Movers ..............................102

Klein’s Moving & Storage Corp. ...................101

21st Century ...................................................110

L&G International Movers ..............................82

A.F. Wohlstetter Scholarships ..........................73

La Rosa del Monte ...........................................76

Air Animal .......................................................81

Leader Pack ......................................................50

Arrowpak Int’l .................................................24

McGimpsey ......................................................16

Aspire Mobility ................................................69

Miracle Brokers ...............................................59

Bishop’s Move .................................................45

Movage ............................................................87

Boonma ............................................................15

Move-It Channel Moving ................................67

Canal Movers & Logistics ...............................15

Netinsity Corporation.......................................13

Coco’s International Movers ............................71

NY International Shipping ...............................97

Compact Movers ................................................4

Ocean Star International ..................................54

Contour Logistics .............................................91

Outaouais Moving............................................28

Coleman World Group ...................................112

Pac Global ........................................................10

CTSI Logistics .................................................66

Potter Whse & Trans ......................................106

Daycos..............................................................88

Premier International .......................................56

DeWitt Moving & Storage Guam ..................100

Premier Relocations .........................................79

DGM Veron Grauer SA....................................89

Receivable Protection Program......................105

Door to Door Transports SAC .........................14

ReloSmart Asia ................................................41

Enterprise Database Corporation .......................6

Rosebrock ........................................................77

Euromovers ....................................................103

Royal Hawaiian Movers ...................................9

EUROUSA.......................................................64

Saleemsons.......................................................52

Excess International Movers ............................35

Schumacher Cargo ...........................................36

Executive Insurance Services ........................107

Sea & Air..........................................................85

Felix Relocations .............................................92

Secor Group .....................................................34

Flippers ............................................................23

SIR Move Services ..........................................27

Freight International.........................................98

SIT Grupo Empresarial, SL..............................74

Gateways International ..................................111

Subalipak..........................................................18

Geometra ..........................................................84

TG International ...............................................33

GEP ..................................................................94

TIS Worldwide .................................................19

G-Inter ..............................................................51

Trans Nomad Removals International .............81

Gosselin Group .................................................3

Trans World Movers (Pte) Ltd .........................71

Gridiron Forwarding ........................................37

UniGroup Relocation .......................................53

Guyana Overseas Traders ................................12

Universal Relocations ......................................93

Harsch, the Art of Moving ...............................17

Universal Storage Container ..............................2

Hasenkamp.......................................................46

Victory Packaging ...........................................32

High Relocation Worldwide—Korea ...............95

Voxme ..............................................................83

Homepack Freight International ......................65

Watson Services Ltd. .....................................108

IAM Logistics Network (ILN) .........................82

Wells Fargo Insurance Services .......................5

Interem Ltd ......................................................44

Welti-Furrer......................................................47

International Shippers Association ..................75

White & Co. .....................................................92

IWM Russia .....................................................26

Worldcare Pet Transport ..................................86

Jacksonville Box ............................................100

Zuhal Pack International ..................................80

Industry Calendar
February 9–12, 2014
AMSA Education Conference
& Expo
San Diego, California
February 15–20, 2014
LACMA Convention
Playa Herradura, Costa Rica
March 7–9, 2014
Asian Relocation Association
Bangkok, Thailand
May 1–4, 2014
Young Movers Conference
London, England, GB
May 15–17
British Association of Removers
(BAR) Annual Conference
Glasgow, Scotland, GB
October 7–10, 2014
IAM 52nd Annual Meeting
Orlando, Florida, USA
October 18–21, 2015
IAM 53rd Annual Meeting
San Diego, California, USA

What’s New?
Send your announcements,
articles, and news to
janet.seely@iamovers.org
AND
joycedexter47@comcast.net

